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ALL TYPES RODS, REELS
LINES, BAITS IN STOCK
Over a hundred patterns of
Trout
Flies.
Rod
Repairs
Good Stock Salmon Flies

REPAIR WORK EXECUTED
SPECIALISTS IN PLUMBING
and

Agents for .
Walker Bampton:
Allcock
Millward
Ogden Smith

SANITARY INSTALLATIONS
Enquiries:
48 Tullow Street, Carlow
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{ Graiguecullen Corn & Coal Co., Ltd.
Carlow

DEALERS IN

Wheat

Barley

Oats

Manures

Best Quality Coals

ENQUIRIES INVITED

Telephone: 39

Telegrams: Corn Co.

For Best Drinks and
Groceries Visit
42 TULLOW STREET - CARLOW

The Crystal Bar

Advertising
The Nationalist and Leinster
Times circulates in seven
counties. It reaches the buying
public and is kept and referred
to until the next issue appears.
lt is an excellent advertising
medium. If you have anything
to sell, advertise it in The

Proprietor:

JOHN MCEVOY

Comfortable Accommodation and
High-Class Catering
Lunches, Dinners and Tea:;

Nationalist and Leinster Times.
Rate Card on application.

Parties catered for on short notice

Printing
Our Works· are equipped to deal
with all classes of General and
Commercial Printing. Ask for
quotations .

Tullow Street, Carlow
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LAWLERS
102 Tullow St., Carlow
Tel.: 260.

Electrical Installations

Tobacconist

RADIO & CYCLE REPAIRS
Agent for Phillips, Pilot and
Mullard Radios
Sunbeam, Hercules,
Cross Cycles

Silver

Cookers, Fires, Irons and all
Electrical Appliances

Let us quote you for wiring
your house
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

For All Smokers' Requisites
Phone: 189

15 ,

D~blin

Street, Carlow

STATHAM (CARLOW) LTD.
your
Main Ford and F ordson Dealers
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CARLOVIANS-for all your footwear requirements

'

Governey's Boot Depot
Where you can choose CARLOW---MADE
Shoes and Boots from an extensive range

Stockist of all the leading Brands: Clarks, Rawson, Joyce, Belvedere,
Dubarry and Hanover
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The Fuller Vision
VISITOR to Carlow recently spoke of the unique
position which our town occupies in the story of
higher education in Ireland.
Members of the
audience were obviously impressed by this statement.
coming from a Dublin university professor.
Carlow College, it is true, is the oldest college devoted
to the formation of young men for the Catholic priesthood ·
and for lay careers. Our Cathedral of the Assumption was
the first to be built after the decisive instalment of Catholic
relief in 1829. Among Irish buldings it is one of the earliest
and most ambitious examples of the Gothic revival. The
degree of success achieved by its architect, Cobden, is a
moot point.
Just this season our oldest sports group, the Carlow
Rowing Club, won all-Ireland laurels. What a vigorous
And what promise for the
finish to its first century!
future! Floreat.
These Carlow " firsts " are worthy of note. They
indicate the source or stages in forming a tradition.
Carlow's acade"mic tradition has been well maintained.
Schools are in the news here again. Soon we may see three
new buildings rising in the town. It is thus that institutions
are renewed to meet the needs of successive generations,
but their traditions and characteristics remain.
A town is an organic unit, always changing, developing,
adapting itself to the moods and opportunities of new ages.
When we learn what happened here a hundred years ago
or more it gives us a fuller vision and a richer understanding of our background.
This issue of the Carloviana carries a step further the
work undertaken by the Old Carlow Society when it was
launched almost ten years ago. That the decade has not
been without fruit the continued existence of the Society
and its varied activities attest.
May the Old Carlow Society flourish for many more
decades.
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EDITORIAL
THE OLD LEIGHLIN ROAD
TARA:

FACT AND FANCY

TEMPLECRONEY AND
CASTLEHILL
CORCORANS AND
GOVERNEYS
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Two
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A Carlow Gentleman of the Eighteenth Century
EAUCHAMP BAGENAL, a colourful
figure in an age of " character," repreqented Carlow in the independent Irish
House of Commons from 1768 to 1783. A
man of unusual charm, he is the subject of
this sketch from the pen of Sir Jonah
Barrington. Sir Jonah's Personal Recollections give intimate and amusing sidelights
on the last days of the ascendancy.
" He was one of those persons who, born
to a large inheritance, and having no profession to interrupt their propensities,
generally made in those times the grand
tour of Europe, as the finishing part of a
gentleman's education. Mr. Bagenal followed the general course; and on that tour
had made himself very conspicuous. He
had visited every capital of Europe and had
exhibited the native original character of
the Irish gentleman at every place he
visited. In the splendour of his travelling
establishment he quite eclipsed the petty
potentates with whom Germany was
garnished.
His person was fine-his
manners open and generous-his spirit
high-and his liberality profuse. During
his tour he had performed a variety of
feats which were emblazoned in Ireland,
and endeared him to his countrymen. He
had fought a prince-jilted a princessintoxicated the Doge of Venice-carried
off a Duchess from Madrid-scaled the walls
of a convent in Italy-narrowly escaped the
inquisition at Lisbon-concluded his exploits
by a duel at Paris; and returned to Ireland
with a sovereign contempt for all continental men and manners, and an inveterate
antipathy to all despotic kings and arbitrary
governments.''
John Ryan, Carlow's unbending historian, betrays a certain enthusiasm for
Bagenal whom he describes as a man of
singular character while deploring his dissipation of the immense family estates.
Beauchamp Bagenal was born about 1745,
the son of Walter Bagenal and Eleanor
Beauchamp.
" It has been said of him that he had the
3ccentricity of the Bagenals, the parsimony
of the Beauchamps, and the pride of the
Mathews. He was a man of great personal
spirit, and fought in his time not less, we
believe, than half a score of duels. The
churchyard of Killinane was a favourite
spot for him on these belligerent occasions,
where, being lame from an accident, he
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always maintained his perpendicular .by
resting against one of the tombstones, and
thus received the fire of his adversary.
In fact, Mr. Bagenal was a very fair
specimen of the 'fire-eating' Irish squires
of that day; so admirably portrayed by
Miss Edgeworth in her Castle Rackrent."
Beauchamp took a leading part in the
organisation and drilling of the Irish Volunteers from about 1778 in Carlow county.
He spoke in the House of Commons on the
attainment of legislative independence by
the Irish Parliament.
" I will beg leave to congratulate this
country. We have at last got the freedom
which all the world should have-it is our
birthright; but in our meridian there is no
life without it. Our existence now begins,
and will depend upon what use we make of
the population and wealth that will result
from the advantages of a free constitution.
"I beg leave to congratulate England.
Instead of a memorial or a repugnant
dependant, she has now a powerful, faithful
ally, one that she can never exist without."
The speech concluded with a warm
tribute to the principal author of Ireland's
freedom, Henry Grattan.
" Gratitude seems to be a virtue peculiarly adapted to nations that have received
i3uch benefits as ours. It is often neglected
by individuals, because it is often out of
their power to be as grateful as they wish;
we, I trust, shall never have such another
opportunty of exercising ours. God forbid
we should let it slip.
"To-morrow, after the gra·1t to his
majesty is settled, and after a proper
Thanksgiving is offered to heaven, for the
happy recovery of our rights, I will move:
" ' That this House do resolve itself into
a committee to take into consideration what
sum we should grant for the purchasing of
an estate and building a suitable mansion
for our illustrious benefactor, Henry
Grattan, Esq., and his heirs for ever, in
testimony of our gratitude for the unequalled service that he has done for the
Kingdom of Ireland.' "
A liberal grant of £50,000 was voted to
this project.
Mr. Bagenal retired from Parliament
after 1783.
He died at Dunleckney on
New Year's Day, 1802, and was laid to
rest beside his favourite granddaughter,
Catherine Newton.
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CONFEDERATES and Cromwellians passed this way, as did James JI.
in 1690 in his flight from the Boyne.
T P. HAYDEN, our valued writer who has contributed so much

to the Society and to CARLOVIANA walked in the footsteps of byegone
travellers when he came across some stepping stones near the:-

OLD LEIGHLIN ROAD
OLD CONSTRUCTION
EDIEVAL roads were much like our
modern ones in one respect-all brushwood and cover was cut away for a considerable distance on either side; this was
to prevent ambushes.
They were not
bordered by dykes or banks of earth as our
roads are, but consisted of a causeway with
a deep ditch or drain on either side.
Because of these drains and because
of the bad condition of the highways,
travellers by night had to carry lanterns,
and even then could only travel at a slow
pace. Up to the latter half of the 18th
century all roads followed this pattern, and
this construction is still to be seen on old
and disused roads in many parts of the
country.
TREES AND DRAINS
A change then took place in roadmaking. The drains on the roadside were
placed outside instead of inside the banks
of earth bordering the roads, and it became
the fashion to border the roads with high
hedges and to plant trees for shade and
ornament.
The story of Ireland for over a
thousand years is one of almost continuous
warfare intermitted with short spells of
comparative peace, so that aJmost all
progress was impossible. A spell of peace
succeeded the Williamite wars at the close
of the 17th century and the legislators of
the Irish Parliament were thereby enabled
to devote their energies to the material
improvement of the country.
FROM KILCULLEN
In 1731 a Bill was passed in the Irish
Parliament for repairing the road from
Kilcullen bridge to Leighlinbridge. In 1743
a similar Bill was passed for repairing and
shortening the highway or road from Athy
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through the coal-pits to Castlecomer and
from thence to the town of Carlow.
In 1752 there was another Bill for
making and repairing the road from the
town of Athy through the town of Castlecomer to the town of Leighlinbridge. In
this Bill a clause was inserted to prevent
the scraping of the turn-pike roads, or
laying straw or other materials thereon for
making dung or digging and taking away
the ground in the high roads on either side
of the turn-pike roads.
TOLL BARS
This tends to show the condition the
roads must have been in before that time.
These roads were made turn-pike roads at
the periods mentioned. There were toll bars
at convenient intervals where all traffic,
with the exception of foot passengers, had
to pay toll.
Along these roads, at intervals of three
or four miles, were wayside inns for the
convenience of travellers. The different
stretches of turn-pike road were under the
management of Boards of Trustees; Kilcullen to Carlow formed one section, Carlow
to Kilkenny another; both were under
separate management.
In 1762 it was
enacted that all future meetings of the
Board of Trustees of the Carlow to Kilkenny
section were to be held alternately at
Leighlinbridge and in the city of Kilkenny.
CARLOW TO LEIGHLIN
The section of road from Carlow to
Leighlinbridge was in 1914 a typical
example of what a main road was in 1798.
Outside of Carlow one passed the Green
Dragon Inn which ceased to be a public
house in the 'SO's of the last century.
Passing Cloghna we come to Milford.
This crossroad is comparatively modern.
An old map, published in the early part of
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the last century, shows that at that time
the bridge at Milford and the road from
Ballybannon crossroad leading to it had not
then been constructed.
Ballybannon cross is the cross on the
Carlow to Bagenalstown road adjacent to
Milford Railway Station. Leaving Milford
we come to Clump Hill. This hill is now
cut away, but in 1914 it was a steep descent,
just such a place as highwaymen would
choose for a hold-up.
A GALLOWS
Tradition has it that such occurred here
and a neighbouring hillock is pointed out as
a site where a gallows was erected in olden
times. At the foot of the hill crossing a
.small brook was a narrow stone bridge, now
replaced by a wide modern one. The site
of the bridge was locally known as the Ford
and the old ford was to be discerned beside
the bridge. The stepping stones for pedestrians were still in place. Before the erection of bridges in such places, that would
be about the middle of the 18th century,
large stepping stones were provided for
pedestrians to cross by.
At the Powerstown Crossroad is an old
farm-house which was a wayside inn up to
the middle of the last century. A little
further on we come to another descent and
to Orchard Bridge crossing another brook.
At the top of this hill was a turn-pike bar
or gate, and the turn-pike keeper'a l::.ouse,
.since demolished, was still standing up to
about 1914; the hill has also beer. much
altered by improvements in the '30's of the
present century.
ORCHARD BRIDGE
The bridge at Orchard was, in 1914, of
stone with round arches similar to the one
at Powerstown Ford previously referred to.
These two bridges were probably erected in
or about 1731 when the first Bill for improving the road was passed. The stretch
of road from Orchard Bridge to Leighlinbridge only dates from that time. Previous
to that the old road parted from the line of
the present one at the Carlow side of the
stream.
The steep descent of the old road to
the stream beside the bridge is still to be
seen, but in 1914 the steep ascent from the
ford and the hill were as they had been
previous to 1731. This was one of the most
important main roads in Ireland, and from
an examination of those two places, Powerstown Ford and Orchard Ford, one can form
a good idea of what roads were like in the
early part of the 18th century, and it is
-easy to understand why six or even eight
SIX

horses were necessary to haul coaches or
wains in those days.
STEPPING STONES
At Orchard the stepping stones for
pedestrians are still in position. Crossing
the stream, the road proceeded up the yard
of the adjacent farm, where it is still to
be seen as a farm laneway. This lane,
locally known as "the lane," leads through
the townlands of Orchard and Rathellen for
about two miles and finally comes out on
the Carlow to Bagenalstown road at Rathduff. On its way it is crossed by the roads
leading from Leighlin to Nurney and
Leighlin to Augha, respectively.

Ancient Highways
'·S'INCE 1914 the horse has gradually disThe roads
' appeared from the roads.
themselves have been changed and altered. Up
to about 1914 the highways and byeways were
little changed from what they had been in
1798 ; there were the same narrow roads and
country lanes bordered by trees and high hedges.
But our roads were not always like that. Up
to the middle of the 18th century Irish roads
were very bad, and with the exception of a
few miles around the capital were quite unsuited
for coaching traffic.
BEFORE SPRINGS
Coaches in those days were cumbersome
affairs. Springs were not invented until the last
quarter of the 18th century, and. before that
the coach body was suspended by straps. There
is an excellent example of such a construction
in the National Museum-the State Coach of a
Viceroy, now a show-piece.
The ordinary travelling coach was much
heavier and stronger ; it was drawn by six or
eight horses, outriders being necessary on the
leading horses. When the roads were improved
about the middle of the 18th century coaches
could travel with two or even four horses
abreast.
About 1780 carriage springs were
introduced, and coaches were thereby rendered
speedier and more comfortable.
HIGHROADS AND CHARIOTS
We gather from the life of St. Patrick that,
in his time, chariots were in common use for
travelling, and the old records tell us· that there
was a network of broad highways radiating
from Tara, making communications easy and
linking the several parts of the country, the
traces of which roads are to be discerned to-day.
No works deteriorate so quickly as neglected
roads. During the century-long struggle with
the Danes our roads disappeared and wheeled
traffic was abandoned. With the coming of the
Normans the centres of influence and population
shifted. New towns and villages arose and new
roads sprang into being, linking those centres
and subservient to military and economic needs
of dominant power.

BRIDGE AND CASTLE AT LEIGHLIN

Some short distance above the farmyard as we proceed along the lane, there
was formerly a branch leading in the direction of Leighlin, and this was the high road
to Leighlin previous to the making of the
turn-pike road in 1731. This part of the
lane has been made one with the fields
and is now not readily recognisable,
TIMBER FROM DUNLECKNEY
One must not conclude that this r1>ad
was always a narrow laneway as it is
to-day. It was originally a broad road,
as it still is in some parts of its course,
but when it ceased to be a public highway
::. was reduced to its present limits. This
old road runs in almost a direct line towards
Dunleck1wy Manor. This Dunleckney was

Photo: L. D. Bergin.

a place of some note in medieval times.
We read that in the early part of the
13th century timber was brought from
Dunleckney to Carlow for the repair of the
Courthouse roof. The Courthouse, we are
told, was roofed with shingles, that is thin
boards or planks which overlapped each
other and were given a coating of hot pitch
to resist the weather.
Many buildings were thus roofed in
medieval times, and up to the introduction
of roofing felt about eighty or ninety years
ago, there was no other way for roofing
wooden sheds. Up to a few years ago sheds
of this construction were to be seen in
many places, particularly around ports and
harbours.
SEVEN

ORCHARD

BRIDGE

TO-DAY

MEDIEVAL VILLAGE
This Orchard is in itself an interesting
place. There was a village there in the
Middle Ages, and in a field, locally known
as the Church Field and traditionally stated
to have been an old church yard, there is
a defaced stone which appears to have
formed part of a cross, and also a holy well,
known locally as Juggy's well. There is
extant a grant from James I in the year
1613 to Geo. Bagnall of Ballymore, Esq.,
to hold two fairs at Orchard, viz., the one
on the Tuesday and \Vednesday before the
Feast of Pentecost and the other on the
Feast of St. Matthew and the day after,
unless when the said feast day falls on
Saturday or Sunday, then the said fair to
commence on the following Monday, with
courts of Pie Powder and the usual tolls.
The fair was probably in existence
centuries before that, and this is merely a
confirmation. Fairs were held in Orchard
up to about 1850, and up to a.bout thirty
years ago there were old people alive who,
as children, remembered fairs to have been
held there. There is also a field there
known as the \Vhite Field and another
known as the Horse Park Field.
The
former probably received its name from the
EIGHT
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booths and tents erected there in medieval
times.
There is also the remains of a flax mill,
dating from the latter half of the 18th
century, of which only the foundations
remain, but which was originally two or
three stories in height. There was probably
a mill there in medieval times, as the site
beside the stream is most convenient for the
purpose. There appears to have been a
fair-sized village at Orchard in olden times,
as the stones built into the ditche:i plainly
indicate.
AFTER " THE BOYNE ''
I shall now ask you to accompany me,
in imagination, along the stretch of road
from Orchard bridge to Leighlin. This
stretch of road, as we have seen, was made
in or about 1731, at which date the older
road was disused. This older road was the
one along which the Confederates and the
Cromwellians travelled in 1641, and along
which the ill-fated James II passed in his
flight from the Boyne in 1690.
The old ford and the stepping stones
are as they were in his day, and in Leighlin
there is still standing the old inn at which
he probably stayed to take refreshment
before resuming his journey to \Vaterford.

ELIZABETHAN INN
This old inn which faces the present
road from Carlow is a half-timbered
Elizabethan structure, and from a comparison with similar houses pictured in old
prints one would be inclined to fix the
date of erection as the latter half of the
16th century.
In 1619 a licence was granted to
Nicholas Caffrie and Joan his wife, of
Lelghlinbridge, to keep taverns and to sell
wine and ardent spirits during their joint
lives, at Leighlinbridge and for two miles
around. This Nicholas Caffrie was probably
the then proprietor of this inn. About this
time there is mention in Bishop Ram's
Visitation of a priest being harboured there
by this Nicholas Caffrie.
BY BRIDGE AND FERRY
In the time of James II and up to the
latter part of the 18th. century ther~ w_as
no bridge across the river below Le1ghlm.
Travellers from Carlow to New Ross would
cross the river at Leighlinbridge, proceed
thence · to Graignamanagh and cross the
river by ferry at Ferry Mountgarrett near
Poulmounty.
The bridges at New Ross and Waterford across the Barrow and Suir, respectively, had not then been constructed, and
travellers had to cross by ferry at those
points. The large extent of the coast line
of Waterford Harbour rendered it ideal for
persons desiring to enter or leave the
country unobserved.
NOTED HIGHWAYMAN
We read in the life of James Freney,
the noted highwayman, that when fleeing
the country in 174'6 he embarked, under
cover of night, in a ship bound for the
Isle of Man, the ship's boat being sent for
him to a point on the Kilkenny shore a
little below the city. In the first couple of
decades of the 18th century, as mentioned
in Dr. Comerford's history, Kiltennel,
situated in the mountainous districts near
Borris, Co. Carlow, was a refuge and resort
for the hunted Catholic clergy, and it is
recorded that several important Synods and
Conferences were held there.
Waterford at that time transacted a
considerable trade with the Continent, and
Kiltennel was most convenient for priests
or political emmissaries desiring to enter
or leave the country.

These few reflections and observations
upon roads and communications were given
rise to by seeing old stepping stones in
a disused ford and by a quite natural
curiosity to discover something about them.
The result has been that we-I mean
my readers and I-thereby obtain a fa~rly
good idea of old-time roads and commumcations in the district. Every part of Ireland
teems with similar memorials of antiquity
only waiting to be remarked upon and
written about, and the resultant researches
will add much to the history and to the
interest of our country to strangers and
to ourselves.

Jeremiah Joseph Callanan
at Everton House. Carlow
ALLANAN was a precursor of the Gaelic
C
Revival, being one of the first poets to
give adequate verse translations of original
Irish poems. His life rese~bled that of t~e
great Catholic poet, Francis Th0mpson, m
many ways. Born in Cork in 1799, he
studied for the priesthod in Maynooth, and
afterwards for the medical profession in
T.C.D., but finding his vocation in neither.
in despair he joined the army. Later he
became a teacher and in this capacity was
e~ployed for some time in the Classical Day
and Boarding School of George Alexander
Lynch at Everton House, near Carlow. His
most famous poem is Gougane Barra, but
another poem, A Sprig of Mountain Heather,.
recalls his sojourn at Everton:

No more the morning mists shall break
Around Cloch Grianain's towering oak:
The stag no more, with glance of pride,
Looks fearless from 'its hazel side;
But there thou livest lone and freeThe hermit plant of liberty.
Child of the mountain! many a storm
Hath drenched thy head and shook thy
form,
Since in thy depths Clan Ruaire lay,
To wait the dawning of the day;
And many a sabre, as it. beamed
Forth from the heather-scabbard gleamed,.
When Leix its vengeance .hot did slake
In yonder city of the lake;
And the proud Saxon fortress bore
The banner green of brave O More.
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TARA: Fact and Fancy
bv L. D. BERGIN
.I

HE honeycomb excavations now going
T
o_n at Tara will probably turn out to
be a major life work of Professor Sean P.
O'Riordan. In August I visited the site of
this year's interesting excavations and
looked on some of the significant finds that
have been made since the investigation of
Tara began a few years ago.
The Hill of Tara is an unexpected
eminence a few miles short of Navan on the
road from Dublin. It is only by ascending
on foot to its 500-foot eminence that its
commanding position can be fully appreciated.
PANORAMA
The plain falls away beneath Tara and
the panorama is so extensive that it rather
confounded a mountainy man from Cork
with me who regarded his own Southern
eyrie as panoramically supreme. At Tara
he changed his mind. The ancients chose
the site well.
It is easy to imagine
Laoghaire's court spotting the Patrician
Paschal Fire flickering on the horizon at
the Hill of Slane.
ISRAELITE EXCAVATION
The number of earthworks, added to the
limited amount of accurate information
about Tara, has always hindered investigators, though it did not prevent the
diggings of the British Israelites who once
excavated the hill in a futile attempt to
find the Ark of the Covenant.
To-day, under the slow and careful
system which the archaeologist must adopt,
new light is being thrown on Tara of the
Kings, and the most important general view
which Professor O'Riordan expressed is that
Tara belonged not to one era but to many.
In fact, its history extends from the
Bronze Age, and maybe earlier, until after
the coming of Christianity.
There is
evidence of buildings and re-buildings as
well as proof that former theories cannot
be borne out in view of the evidence now
available ..
BURIALS DISCOVERED
As we listened to our leading archaeologist, a careful workman was scraping
-away charcoal dust from around a stone.
Since the excavations began some years ago,
numerous burials have been discovered,
including one skeleton with the head placed
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underneath the lung. Burials of bones have
been unearthed. Burials in urns, cists, and
cups and food vessels have come to light.
Most interesting of all, says Professor
O'Riordan, is a piece of Roman pottery,
one of the few archaeological specimens
related to that period between the late
fourth and early 14th centuries about
which there is an adequate literature but
hardly any archaeological remains.
COLOURED BEADS
During this period Tara was evidently
the centre of rituals and of habitation.
Beads have been found recently of various
colours, which were evidently held together
by tubular strips of bronze through which
some type of thread ran. Prof. O'Riordan
showed us jet, amber and bronze beads and
three of phaence, or vitreous paste. Such
beads were once found in Ireland before,
and they certainly emanate from the
Mediterranean. The real significance of
these and other findings in juxtaposition is
that they signify that ceremonies were
carried out in Tara for several centuries,
one may say from the Bronze AgE.-the
second millenium B.C.-down to (as Prof.
O'Riordan puts it) Daniel O'Connell's
monster meeting.
KING CORMAC
The Mount of Hostages at Tara has long
been associated with Cormac Mac Art, the
High King who reigned in the third century. The upper portion has been excavated
and has revealed a number of clay burials
of the Bronze Age. The cairn, or mound
of stones, has not yet been touched. But
the evidence already available proves beyond
any doubt that the hill is one and a half
thousand years older than Cormac, and thus
could not have been built by him for his
hostages.
Of the successive buildings, the biggest
is the great enclosure on which a section
was done last year. The ditch of this,
which is cut deeply into the shale, is
obviously later than the Mount of the
Hostages.
BANQUETING HALL
We moved down to the two ridges which
are said to be the remains of walls of the
great· banqueting hall. No excavations have
yet been done on this, and until they are,
there will be no real proof that it was a
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EXCAVATIONS AT TARA.

Inset: Sean P. O'Rio,rdan.

banqueting hall. Literary evidence says it
is. The Book of Leinster in 1066 refers to
it, and the Yellow Book of Lacken gives a
plan of it with the dispositions of the guests
and the types of joint they were socially
entitled to eat at banquets.
The walls are about 95 feet wide, which
suggests quite a feasible span, and they
extended for 700 feet.
This is an unparalleled length for any building of the
period, and if excavations support its
existence it will certainly prove to have
been the largest prehistoric buildirig in
Europe.
Gwynn in his observations has remarked
that many of the scribes describing Tara
were biblical scholars and were often carried
away in their descriptions of the Irish Kings
and their splendour to the extent of adapting for them the biblical chapters relating
to Solomo:r:i.

Photo: L. D. Bergin.

Cormac is described as Solomon was
and Tara is like his temple. Even the
measurements cubits are often used. The
banquet hall is, according to Professor
O'Riordan, one of the most intriguing sites
in Tara.
136 KINGS
This is the first excavation of a serious
nature which has been carried out on the
historic Hill of Tara, which has " lain
ruined and desolate for almost fourteen
hundred years." A hundred and thirty-six
pagan and Christian kings ruled at Tara.
Diarmaid was the last; those who succeeded
him deserted the historic hill.
To-day the search goes on to find fuller
evidence of those historic years. IL is the
work of a life-time, but it will add invaluable information to the sketchy story we
know up to now.
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TEMPLECRONEY :::::: ::::::::::::::::~~~
VERY little has come down to us concerning
Carlow prior to the Norman Invasion.
Croine, a recluse, who established her
cell here in the sixth century, is mentioned.
From this date and from a reference to
Carlow in the Four Masters we see that
Cormac, King of the Hy Bairache, resigned
his throne to his son, Domhnall, and entered
St. Comghall's Monastery at Bangor.
On
doing so he presented three cahers in his
domain to Comghall, viz., Ceatherlach,
Foibren and Arderena, and a strimp of land
named Eimleach u Eich. The date given is
555 A.D.
Comghall subsequently built a Monastic
Church at Ceatherlach on the site of the
Virgin Croine's cell.
THE CELL
This cell, the late Dr. Comerford held,
was somewhere about the spot where the
Town Hall now stands. If it did, and
Comghall erected a substantial Church and
Monastery on the same spot, there may be
some proof forthcoming in the near future
when the foundations of the new Vocational
School are being dug in the Bank Field.
Croine's name is perpetuated in the
name Templecroney, which applies to the
further side of Haymarket. This house was
the Rectory until bought by Mrs. McDonnell,
Tullow St., who set up a licensed premises
there.
Archdeacon Jamieson lived here, and
founded a Grammar School a little lower
down which flourished for many years. It
probably stood near to where the Ouncil
house now is. The building was demolished
when the ground was being cleared to make
room for Haymarket.
DEAN SWIFT
It was possibly in this Rectory that

Dean Swift was housed on his visit to Carlow. His famous reference to the "high
Church and low steeple, a poor town and
proud people" is very apt when one looks at
the picture of the Church as it was in his
day.
It is said that the furniture from the
old Abbey Refectory, notably presses of
-antique pattern in Irish oak, were in use in
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the rectory. Sometime in the 1890's the
Rector moved to the Kilkenny Road.
In
1903, during Mrs. McDonnell's occupation, a
severe storm unroofed the house and it was
reconstructed as a two storied building.
THE HAYMARKET
Haymarket, up to the 1880's, was a very
congested area.
What is now Centaur
Street (I wonder can anyone throw light on
this unusual name?) ran from a narrow entry
into Dublin Street down to " The Strand "
where the Canal Co's Store is now. Up to
the 1830's, when it was widened, it was
known as Labour in Vain Lane, from an Inn,
sporting on its sign a black-a-moor being
scrubbed-presumably with the intention of
washing him white. Church Lane ran from
Centaur Street out to Castle Street and
between the portion of it that lay behind the
Provincial Bank and adjoining houses was
the meat market. School Lane ran diagonally from the Rectory towards The Strand.
THE BREWERY
Many people carried on business in these
lanes. There was the brewery, which was
cleared away to make room for the Town
Hall. It has been derelict for some time, but
in 1840 Mr. Robert Farrell of Fruithill
applied for registration as a voter in respect
of a brewery, dwellinghouse and premises in
Centaur Street, and Mr. John Farrell,
Fruithill, described as a malster, applied for
registration in respect of a warehouse and
store.
Between 1836 and 1842, the following
applied for registration in Centaur Street:
John Smith, engineer and maker of farm
implements; Garret Doyle, a machine
maker; Francis Tims, carpenter and boat
builder; Scott and Howard, wire makers and
bolting machine workers; Benjamin Lahee
(who may have been a Huguenot) , brazier
and tin plate worker; Holton and Davin,
ginger-beer manufacturers.
There were
several tailors, turf dealers, corn dealers and
a couple of blacksmiths, and two publicans,
Michael Byrne and Michael Leech.
The Swan Inn (now Mr. Collier's) was
available for entertainment and Messrs.
Murphy Bros. carried on tea, grocery and
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The hall was described in the local press
as being very commodious and modern and
heated by patent gas stoves, with a public
market adjoining for the sale of fowl, butter,.
eggs and fish, and the cleared square in front
for the sale of hay and straw.
Well, not so very long ago Carlovians
felt that their Town Hall had lost its claim
to modernity and it is pleasing to be able to
record that it has now been rejuvenated and
has once more earned the plaudits of people
and press as a modern amenity.
Ballymanus Terrace was built about
1870 by Matt Byrne of Castle Street, who
named it as a tribute to Billy Byrne of '98
fame, from Ballymanus.
At the end of this terrace, the unsightly
debris of a building marks what was, in the
palmy days of the Barrow Navigation
Company, a flour store and despatch office
of the Milford Flour Mills.
When the railway superseded the barge.
Mr. Byrne rented the place as a wine store.
Around Haymarket there are a number of
old buildings, which were used as stores
during the heyday of river traffic.

This Article was compiled
by Mr. Harry Fennell
and Miss Alice Treacy
wine business; B. Furney had his saddlery
and harness shop, and P. Miller was in
demand as a plumber and gas fitter.
TOWN HALL
The Town Hall was built between 1884
and 1886. The contractors were Messrs.
Connolly of Upper Dominic Street, Dublin,
and Mr. William Hade, whose name is still
remembered in Carlow, was the Architect.
The total cost of the hall and new market
adjoining amounted to nearly £4,000 which
included a sum in dispute for extra work.

FIRST TOWN
Meanwhile Carlow was making history
as the first town in Ireland to be illuminated
by electricity. It was introduced by Messrs.
J. H. Gordon of London in the 1890's. They
had their generating station in Burrin
Street and a transformer station in Haymarket. in a small triangular yard alongside
what is now Mr. Oliver's Wood Store. Mr.
S. A. Hooper tells me that up to comparatively recent times the name was still over the
door. In 1898, Major Alexander bought out
Messrs. Gordon's interest and used the water
power at Milford to generate the electricity
and Mr. Byrne's store was fitted up as a
storage plant to distribute the current to the
town.
In 1913, during Mr. Hooper's managership, owing to the difficulty experienced in
keeping up a steady supply, due to the
fluctuations of the water level in the river,
the generating plant was transferred to the
store in Carlow, and the town was supplied
from there until the E.S.B. took over in 1929.
ST. MARY'S CHURCH
The original St. Mary's Church was
· built in 1651, and seventy-five years later
(1726) being in a decayed and ruinous
condition it was pulled down and rebuilt. The
i late Ven. Archdeacon Ridgeway in his paperJ on St. Mary's published in the 1949 number
of Carloviana gives interesting details
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CARLOW TOWN HALL
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culled from the vestry Minute Books. These
Minute Books are unique, as they date from
1669, being by many years the oldest Church
records in Ireland. The Baptismal Register
and those of the Marriages and Deaths
commenced in 1695, and like the Minute
Books are complete to the present day.
In 1727, St. Mary's was completed and
according to the accounts in the vestry-at
a cost of £1,163-18-6. This was the building
which had the squat tower, and after another
century had elapsed we find Thomas Cobden,
the noted Architect, commissioned to design
a new steeple.
CORNER ROOF
The roof, too, was in need of replacement, so the work was given in hand to a
contractor who tendered a price, which was
accepted, for the old roofing material. Lucky
man! The entire roof was covered with
sheet copper, which was then very valuable.
This work was completed in 1830. · The
vestry contains many pictures of former
Bishops, Rectors and Clerics of the Diocese.
The stained glass window in the chancel
commemorates the Rev. Joseph Jamieson,
already mentioned. There are several other
smaller windows of modern stained glass.
The interior is finely proportioned, has a
gallery running around three sides and a
very fine organ.
The late Ven. Archdeacon Ridgeway
was Rector of St. Mary's for many years, and
was a founder-member of our Society.
John Street, opposite Ballymanus Terrace to Castle Street, has two fine examples
of Georgian houses.
CANAL BUILDINGS
" The Strand," marked on old maps, is
really the wharf built by the Grand Canal.
Company at the end of the 18th or the
beginning of the 19th century.
The tall building facing up river, and
now used as a leather store, was erected
about the same period and was intended as
a hotel for passengers travelling by canal.
Whether it was actually in use as a hotel I
cannot say, as the scheme for extending the
passenger traffic further from Dublin than
Athy did not materialise. Later, however, it
served a useful purpose in being the first
home of the Carlow Rowing Club. On this
wharf stands the canal store outside which
the barges tie up. On the opposite side of
the street there are a few dwelling-houses, a
business house and some specimens of the
eooper's art on the kerb proclaim that a
member of this ancient and well-nigh forgotten craft still plies his trade here.
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Joshua Watson's malt store is also
sltuated here, and the " Quay," as it is now
popularly named, opens out into Governey
Square, where there are several shops.
OLD FOUNDATION
One of these deserves special mention,
that of the late Mr. McWey, which was
founded in 1808. The house next door where
Mr. Johnson carries on the tailoring business
founded by his father, is an equally old
building, as it is shown in a drawing of the
bridge, which dates from about 1810.
This drawing, by the way, purports to
be the only picture of the old bridge in
existence.
It shows the bridge and the
Castle complete with its four towers, and
carrying three tall chimneys, standing high
over the river, the ground sloping rather
steeply down to the bank.
A number of houses are shown on the
Carlow bank, with the squat tower of St.
Mary's in the background. On the Graigue
side portion of what is now Miss Foley's
house is shown, and the bridge itself is
buttressed towards the centre.
The Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeological
Society for 1868-'69 in which the picture is
reproduced says:" The view presents the south-eastern
aspect, and was probably taken from or near
the spot in Carlow-Graigue, where the house
of Mr. Wilson now stands. · The house
appearing on the right-hand side of the
picture has been re-edified (sic) and is now
occupied by Mr. Edward Clarke, and its site
which forms a peninsula in -the river, from
the southern battlement of the bridge, is
denominated in ancient title deeds, and
leases, as the White Castle, of which, however, no traces now exist: it probably
constituted an outpost to guard the bridge
on the Queen's County side of the River
Barrow."
THE BRIDGE
( Of the era of the erection of the bridge
we have no historical record, nor is the
name of the builder known).
_
" It's origin is possibly co-eval with the
Castle, which had its foundation in 1179
under Hugh de Lacy, nor have we been able
to trace any distinctive references to the
bridge in the various and eventful annals of
the province.
Forming, as this structure
did, an important adjunct and appurtenance
of the Castle, being within the domain of
that fortress, its vicissitudes must be considered with the general history of the Castle
and the town.

VIEW OF CARLOW CASTLE AND GRAIGUE BRIDGE

•

"Somewhat more than half a century
has elapsed since the last vestige of the
ancient bridge shown in our engraving
disappeared and was replaced by the present
structure .... "
THE BOUNDARY
There follows a description of the bridge
built in 1815 with its inscription: "Wellington Bridge, 1815," and on a shield
underneath, Queens - County- Carlow, the
word county indicating the imaginary line in
the river, forming the boundary of the two
counties, and on a corresponding tablet on
the opposite side of the bridge, a bust in
profile of the Iron Duke, cut in relief with the
classic inscription underneath:
"Patria
lnvicto Wellington Grata!"
A member remarked on the conclusion
of the reading of this notice to the meeting
that although there could be little doubt of

the early date of this bridge, he would not
refer to it as a 12th Century erection. As
represented in the drawing, it resembled the
old bridge of Kilcullen, which was erected in
the 14th century by that noted bridgebuilder, Canon Maurice Jakis of Kildare
Cathedral.
The notice was communicated, as the
Journal quaintly words it, by Robert Malcolmson, the Society's local Secretary for
Carlow.
Mr. Wilson's house, mentioned in the
text, is the one now occupied by Mrs.
Begley in Maryboro' Street, and, of course,
Miss Foley's house is that which Mr. Clarke
occupied.
The history of the Castle has been dealt
with in a monumental paper read to the
Society in early 1955 by Mr. W. V. Hadden.
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OLD RESIDENTS
Mr. John Sweeney has given me an
amount of information regarding old residents in Castle Hill, some of whom he
remembers and others whose names have
been handed on down the years. He gives
pride of place to Mr. Thomas Finn, who kept
a: very nice Confectioner's shop, which was a
centre of attraction for all the young fellows
of the town. Down from Pollerton and Clash
they would come, bowling their hoops, as
well as over from Graigue and from the
Quarries, but they all cried "halt" at Finn's,
where they bought Chester cake and appletart and in season their "glassers," i.e.,
coloured glass marbles, to play three-hole
span.
BIRD FANCIER
Mr. Finn was a man of powerful
physique and a noted bird fancier. He would
discourse to the boys about old times when
he felt in the mood, and he told them of a
thatched public house that stood where Mrs.
McSwayde has her premises, which bore on
the facia-board the legend: "Mr. Daniel
Moore, Porter and Punch House."
The Bolger family were prominent in the
commercial life of the town, and Mr.
William Bolger's large Corn and Coal Stores
were in Coal Market, as was the family
residence, happily still tenanted by a memb~r
of the family.
BALL COURT
Behind these stores there was a ballcourt-was it the same that William Farrell
mentions in his diary of '98? According to
him, sports of all kinds were popular in
Carlow, and being an expert at any one of
them was a sure passport to a good wife and
fortune.
The handball-court he refers to as one
of the best in Ireland, and he proceeds to
name a number of first-rate exponents of the
game, keeping to the last, one Jack Fogarty,
who certainly played in the Court in Coal
Market.
WEALTHY AND RESPECTABLE
He mentions that Fogarty's friends
were wealthy and respectable and kept two
mills, the Castle Mill and the Town Mill, and
in addition they had a flourishing bakery,
near to the ball-court, which was kept by
Bob Rankin, who was known far and near
for his prowess at the game. He took a keen
interest in the promising young Fogarty, so
that at length he achieved such skill that his
play was exactly like sleight of hand. Here
he gives details of his style, his coolness in
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play, etc., at some length, but I have quoted
enough from Farrell.
Another source writes: " Fogarty's
playing was something that had to be seen
to be believed. He had fOmplete mastery of
the ball, and. could play equally well with
either hand. Naturally he had a large
following and he specialised in playing a
swift low ball. When he brought this stroke
into operation, his friends would shout with
glee to his opponent, "Put your name under
that one, if you can! "
SKULL AND BOAT
Mr. James Ryan, a landqwner and Corn
and Coal Merchant, had his premises where
Mr. Broughan has his shop. Mr. Broughin
dug up a skull in his garden last year, ahd
Mr. Ryan in his time uncovered the framework of an 9ld boat. In days gone past tlj.is
portion of Coal Market was covered with
water, and probably formed one of the four
lakes from which· Carlow got its name.
This most likely formed the Moat of the
Castle. Unfortunately, we have seen Coal
Market flooded many a time, much to the
discomfort of its residents.
Other people
who lived here ih the past were: Miss Hendrick, who had a furniture
store where Mr. 'Flynn now has his garage;
Mr. Richard Rodgers (whqse family are still
there) was a founder-member of the
Carpenters' and Joiners' Society; Mr. Martin
Kelly had a bakery and was also a butter
buyer; Dr. John Ryan was a Professor of
Economics, and was a Graduate of Edinburgh University. He lived next to the Boot
Factory.
The Finn family, who owned extensive
property in the town, are represented by
Messrs. Finn, who retain many memories of
byegone days. Members of the Mangan
family still occupy the family house. They
had extensive commercial interests in the
town, and were closely associated with the
Canal Company.
COAL MARKET
Fortunately there stood in Coalmarket
a large tripod scales for weighing coal, but
in 1888 this was upset by a drove of cows,
and was not re-erected. There was a coal
market held here twice weekly. Laden carts
from the collieries passed through the town
to deliver coal to distant parts of the county.
Empty carts returned late at night when the
horse (and attendant donkey brought along
to help in pulling the load up steep parts of
the road) would bring their master, asleep in
the cart, safely home.

Mrs. Farrell's meal shop, formerly Miss
Kearney's, was known as the Frenchman's.
Ven. Archdeacon Ridgeway suggested this
term might refer to a refugee, the Rev.
Benjamin Daillion, who died in 1709 and is
buried in the churchyard.
WATER LANE
Water Lane was widened early this
century, the wing of the Deighton Memorial
Hall, which formerly housed the Crown
Court being sacrificed in the process. At one
time water from the Burrin swirled through
the narrow entry to re-enter its source a
little distance down. Where Miss O'Meara's
house and that of the late Mr. Haughton are
built was originally an island, and it was on
this that the first Haughton to settle in
Carlow built his house and mill.
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THE GEESE
In doing so, he dispossessed the geese
who gave it the name of Goose Island.
In those days the thrifty townspeople
went in for livestock-fowl, pigs and cows
and geese flocked on the banks of the
Burrin to graze, swim and bask on the island.
The cows probably sought their own
pastures also, but they had a rendezvous at
Water Lane morning and evening to slake
their thirst.
CASTLE HILL
The name Castle Hill is applied nowadays to the short street running from the
Market Cross to Coal Market.
Its name is really Castle Street and it is
one of the busiest in the town as it is the
main thoroughfare from Leix and in addition
it is lined for its entire length by an array
of shops catering for a diversity of requirements.
The Castle Hill we are dealing with is
of a more ancient date and in bygone days
sloped from the Castle to the banks of both
rivers. The only eminence remaining here
is the remnant of a graveyard that stands
behind Mrs. Doran's house.
ST. MARY'S ABBEY
During a recent Tosta! Mr. Mat Doyle,
sculptor at Mr. Walsh's Monumental Works,
told us that this was the site of St. Mary's
Abbey and he remembered seeing an ancient
door or window which he said was covered
in.
This was situated behind the stonecutting yard.
In the Ordnance Survey Book (Carlow,
1839) the site of an Abbey is mentioned as
. "lying to the rere of Mr. Prout's house in
Castle Street about five or six perches from
the old castle."

In " Additions to Gough's Cambden"
occurs the following reference: " Here (in
Carlow) are also ruins of a fine Abbey
founded about A.D. 634." No authority is
quoted.
·
The Abbey whose site is just mentioned.
was, according to local information, called
Mary's Abbey: " it is said that the churchyard wherein the Parish Church now stands
was used as burial-grounds before its erection. It is not remembered that there were
any ruins of an anterior date in it." These
foregoing references are quoted from the
O.S. book.
There may have been a burial ground on
the site of St. Mary's Church, but if it
existed, it was not connected with the one on
the Abbey site, as these two places were, in
olden days, separated by the water which
flowed from both rivers, and formed a lake
here .
There is a theory that when the hill was
lowered and the present street leading out
to the bridge was formed, the debris was
thrown into the swamp or moneen in order
to fill it up.
Then, when the rivers were
confined to their banks this portion now
known as Coal Market became habitable.
I have been told that a tinsmith's
workshop occupied the site prior to the
Monumental Works. During the building of
Governey's Boot Factory and other houses
hereabouts, quantities of human bones were
unearthed, and re-interred in the graveyard
at St. Mary's Church.
A FIND
The interesting remnant of the once
extensive, ancient burial ground is the family
tomb of the Galbraith family, who once
resided in Old Derrig. A daughter of
Samuel Galbraith, Mary, married the Rev.
John Falkiner in 1780, three years after he
became Rector of Carlow, were buried in the
family vault on Castle Hill.
The most interesting find on this spot
was that of the effigy of Robert Hartpole.
who was appointed Constable of Carlow in
1577.
He was buried in the Church of St.
Mary (Abbey) when he died in 1594. His
effigy and tomb were identified by the Latin
inscription when they were unearthed in the
early years of last century. Robert was said
to have been present at the massacre of
Mullaghmast.
The effigy lay exposed for quite a while
and Mary Leadbeater's daughter, on a visit
from Ballitore to some Quaker friends in
(Concluded on page 35)
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Corcorans and Governeys
Two firms long associated with
Carlow town
ORCORAN'S Mineral Water Factory was
C
founded in 1827 by Mr. Corcoran, who
had nine children. Seven were swept off
during an epidemic of scarlatina. Of the
survivors one became a Vincentian priest,
and his sister married the late Mr. Michael
Governey.
The modern mineral water factory was
then an unpretentious house ( the present
grocery shop), amongst another of others,
with their gardens cluttered by hen-houses
and pigsties, huddled around the base of
the Castle.
" BLACK HUXTER "
The place had rather an unsavoury
reputation, too, as the lane to the riverSkinner's Lane-housed at least one notorious character, to wit, "The Black Huxter."
Carlow's first Gas Works was also down
in this area.
In the garden of Mr. Corcoran's house
there was a large chestnut tree and two
spring wells supplied, and still do, the water
for the minerals. These were manufactured
under the spreading branches of the chestnut tree.
As the houses in the adjoining area
became vacant, they were purchased, and
bit by bit the present fine factory emerged.
FRONTAGE
The original home of Mr. Corcoran was
re-constructed and raised: old members of
the firm say the stones came from Sletty.
This three-storey building is now the
grocery and spirit store with private apartments above it.
The adjoining house, now used as
offices, was formerly the home of the Misses
Kelly, whose people had long been engaged
in the corn-buying business.
These ladies were highly cultured and
much-travelled; one of them wrote an entertaining novel with Carlow, Killeshin and
Clogrennane as its principal background.
They went to live in Tramore, and the last
of them died there about fifteen years ago.
JAMES HOROHAN
It would only be right to mention Mr.

James Horohan, who surely holds a record
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for long service in the one employment.
He has been sixty-nine years in the Mineral
Water Factory and is still at work. Michael
Farrell is another man who has had a long
association with it. Pat Griffin (R.I.P.) of
Staplestown Road was one of the earliest
employees, and the late Mr. Murt Pender of
Graiguecullen was there for very many
years. There are numerous others, of
course, who deserve honourable mention.
BOOT FACTORY
In the first years of the century, Mr.
Governey attended an Exhibition in Cork
City. Anxious to create more industry in
Carlow, he conceived the idea of a Boot
Factory.
He came back full of enthusiasm for
his project, and a site being available a
few yards from his Mineral Water Factory,
Governey's Boot Factory was opened in
1903. Two English men, Messrs. Dodge
Brothers, were engaged to teach the craft
to the workers, and before long the new
factory was sending its wares ,an over the
country and achieving a reputation for
quality and durability. Production was at
first confined to strong boots for farmworkers and country wear, but when Mr.
Samuel Bassford, another Englishman,
came as Manager, he extended the plant
to produce lighter qualities.
Mr. Governey took a prominent part in
local affairs. When the Poor Clares came
to Carlow and took up their residence in
what is now Miss Foley's on the Bridge, the
first Mother Abbess has left it on record
in her diary that Mrs. Governey (nee Corcoran) was their first visitor and she did
not come empty-handed.
Mr. Governey later purchased and presented to them the site of their present
Convent and the adjoining ground where
St. Clare's Church now stands.
In 1912 Mr. Governey re-organised the
local Fire Brigade, putting Mr. John
Sweeney, who was working in the Boot
Factory, in charge. The Brigade was then
jointly composed of Mr. Governey's employees and those of Messrs. Shackleton's
Mills.

BAG·ENALSTOWN
at the
turn of the century
by NOREEN DALY
Women from the dairying farming areas
around Old Leighlin generally accompanied
their men in donkey carts laden with turf
and a churn of butter-milk. Turf was sold
from door to door at twelve sods a penny.
The proceeds provided the vendors with
supplies for the week.
Colliers sold the best " J arrow " coal
from Castlecomer at the Market Square
scales operated bv M. Rowe, opposite Mrs.
Murphy's house, at 15s. per ton.

.

Entrance to the Reconstructed De La Salle
School, opened this year.
AGENALSTOWN has changed little in
B
structure since 1900, though Connolly's
new building towers over the site of what
was formerly the Butter Market. · Fifty
years ago there were no houses on the
town's outskirts. On once green fields now
stand the Soldiers' Cottages, Paire Mhuire,
Station Road and St. Brigid's Crescent.
There were formerly rows of whitewashed cottages on the present Green.
Barrett and Kilcarrig Streets, where new
cottages have been built, and the site of
the McGrath Memorial Hall, was a playing
field.
·
GAS LIGHT
In 1900 Bagenalstown was lit by gas
supplied by the Anderson Gas Works in
Bachelor's Walk, where the family of Mr.
T. Kinsella live at present. Gas cookers
were worked by the penny-slot.
Local fuels of turf and coal from the
Ridge of Leinster were in current use.

TRANSPORT
Transport was by railway and canal.
Four trains daily passed up and down the
line to and from Dublin, and the station
was always a busy centre, as it was the
junction which veered down to Palace-East
in Co. Wexford and took passengers and
freight.
Many canal barges were laden with
cargoes for towns between Waterford and
Dublin. The canal linked up with · the
" Royal " and the Shannon.
Horse-drawn traffic, including carts,
drays and floats, were common on the
streets, and carriages and cabs carried
passengers.
There was extensive horse-drawn traffic
on the roads. Stones broken were spread
evenly on the roads. The traffic hardened
them down.
BARLEY AND WHEAT
At harvest time Bagenalstown was
crowded with farmers from as far as Newtownbarry to sell their grain and produce.
Most of this was purchased by Brown and
Crosthwaite Mill. Barley found its way to
the malt-houses, where it was malted and
dispatched by canal barges to Guinness's
brewery.
This article is an Essay which won the
Monsignor Conway Prize offered in the
Presentation Convent National School,
Bagenalstown, this year.
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The names of skilled tradesmen were a
bye-word.
To Patsy Darcy people flocked to have
their boots and shoes made. His house at
the top of Kilcarrig Street was a hive of
industry.
Another such was Tom Rice in the Fair
Green, now occupied by James Hogan, Town
Clerk. Patsy Keating, the cooper, also plied
his trade in Kilcarrig Street. He supplied
local farmers with churns, pig troughs,
stools, butter dishes and other items. Other
coopers travelled around to sell their wares
on the Market Square on fair days, but
Patsy was pre-eminent in his trade and
disdained to do so.
A LADY FARRIER
In the same street stood Paddy Kelly's
forge, whose wife was so skilled at the
trade that many farmers preferred to have
their horses shod by her. Paddy treated
their wishes as a compliment to his own
training. Paddy's descendants still live in
the town-Mr. Paddy Kelly, St. Brigid's
Crescent (his grandson), and Mr. Paddy
Kelly, Station Road.
THE NAILER
Beside him was Ned Pinnan, the nailer.
This ancient craft was an off-shoot from
the monks of the Cistercian Abbey, Graignamanagh, who introduced it into the
country.
He turned out nails faster than the eye
could watch, and sold them at one hundred
for three pence. He was a kindly soul and
in the Springtime made spears for spinning
tops.
RED AND WHITE
A few doors away from him lived a
man affectionately known as " Chub-Chub "
Kelly. He was loved by the children, as
he was a manufacturer of Red and White
Rock. He made the ingredients in couldrons. When it was pliable he hooked on
the sticky mass to the hooks on the wall.
There he plaited it together and let harden
into sticks which he chopped off according
to the needs of the customer.
As a variety he turned out sugar barley.
No one knows his real name, as his nickname was always used.
As a contrast the only shop in town that
sol<;l- high-class sw~ets was Mrs. Curry's,
Mam Street, a busmess still carried on by
her grandson, Mr. Tully Curry.
BREAD
Bakeries were in abundance and all of
them provided high-class bread and did
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flourishing business. The late Mrs. Kavanagh owned one in the Market Square, and
Nancy Joyce's was where Mr. Slyvester
Lynch now resides.
On the present site of Keenan's foundry
was a bakery belonging to Pat McDonald.
Sheill's provision shop was occupied by
James Willam Byrne, and Mrs. Kennedy's
father, the late William Kelly, carried on his
trade in the shop in which she now carries
on her drapery business.
BAKED ON THE TILES
In Main Street stood Connolly's and
McCormack's-the former the sole survivor.
Around the corner in High Street Kinsellas
plied their trade in the house now owned by
Mr. Tom Manning. Down in Regent Street
Farrell's had a huge clientele for bread
baked on the tiles. This. was a rare
delicacy.
Another quaint business was that carried
on by two sisters named Treacy-who made
beautiful straw hats out of straw and rush.
These were priced at 2d. each and were
liberally decorated with ribbons and flowers.
Mr. Ned Meaney is now the occupier of this
premises, which is known as the Medical
Hall.
MAKING SALT
Salt was manufactured at the premises
of Sheill's, Market Square.
Big brown
blocks came by canal and rail. These were
crushed down fine, then melted into
crumbles and strained into huge shallow
basins, where it was purified before being
packed and ready for sale.
GOOSE FEATHERS
Perhaps the quaintest trade of all was
that pursued by Jim Hughes of Chapel
Lane. He used to go around to farmers
buying goose feathers.
These he sold to the Waterford merchants for shipment to England, where they
were used in the ship-building industry as
binding between the boards.
E. J. Kelly, Main Street, carried on a
watch repairing and jeweller's shop, and
he had at that time in his employment a
brilliant watch-maker named Henry Lee
whose finished articles were much in
demand by the surrounding " gentry."
BUILDING STONE
At the Stone Yard of Mr. Edward Byrne
and at Boherduff Quarry approximately
eighty men were employed. Gangs of them
hewed out the huge granite blocks and cut
them up.

'
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TOBACCO FACTORY
Outside the larger cities, Bagenalstown
boasted the finest tobacco factory, that
owned by the O'Neill family. This employed
a big number of men, and their products
were sold all over Ireland.
Plug and twist bar were high-class
tobaccos, and people would call for them
before anything else. These were sold at
6fd. for 2 ozs. and, in addition, the customer
was supplied with a clay pipe and a box of
matches.
Rat Tail was a long, thin tobacco and
popular with the poorer people as one got
a generous clipping for ld. This tobacco
was delivered in horse-drawn vans, which
were a familiar sight over the neighbouring
counties.
Then they were drawn in the big carts
known as the "Katty Moran's" into the
yards, where they were fashioned out by
the craftsmen.
The results of their labours are to be
seen all over Ireland in the beautiful granite
built churches, schools and public buildings.
This business was at its peak at this period
as Catholicism was awakening again from
the long Penal night.
LONG HOURS
These men worked from 8 o'clock in the
morning till 6 o'clock at night-an unheard
of thing nowadays, and- were a carefree,
jovial lot, much given to the imbibing of
strong liquor.
·
When the Angelus rang at 6 o'clock
they downed tools and went into one of the
larger sheds, where a man named Paul
Nolan read the news out to them from the

Freeman's Journal.
This reading would be heard in deep
silence-Nolan being a brilliant scholar,
whilst the listeners were all illiterate.
SIDE-CARS FOR HIRE
Mrs. Doorley is now the possessor of
the Hotel then owned by Mr. Samuel Ward.
This place was the town's busiest centre,
as he carried on a huge general business.
In addition, he ran sidecars for hire both
day and night, and these were used by
commercial travellers who arrived in town
by train and toured the country shops from
their hotel headquarters. He was also a
big buyer of grain.
A bus drawn by a trotting horse used
to meet all trains, and it was driven by

Mr. Lee, father of Mr. Jack Lee, the present
town postman.
BELOVED FIGURE
Mr. Ward was also a Justice of the
Peace and used to sit on the Bench at the
local Petty Sessions. He was loved by the
people as he was strictly fair in dispensing
justice, and could always be relied on to
give a helping hand when required.
At that time serious consideration was
being given to changing the name of the
town to Wardstown. None of his name live
here to-day.
DOCTORS AND LAWYERS
The medical practitioner was Dr. J.
Cooper Stewell, and his residence occupied
portion of the present Convent Secondary
School. As a point of interest, he died the
following year and is buried in Dunleckney.
The only firm of solicitors in the town
was that of Messrs. Thorp who lived
opposite the Convent in the house now in
possession of Mr. James Foley, M.R.C.V.S.,
and Dr. Scott had a practice where Miss
Kilcoyne has a shop in Royal Oak Road,
and there he carried on an apothecary's
trade. His son, Thomas Scott, was Relieving
Officer for the district.
LIGHTER SIDE
Entertainment such as we know it now
was very scarce-only one dance was held
in the Courthouse and that was in honour
of a touring cricket team. The Dunleckney
Club was then at the height of its fame,
and its chief patron was Captain Sydney
Vesey. Their best player was Mr. Bill Byrne
of Kilcarrig Street. Against an English XI
he scored 106 runs and was presented with
a bat and silver shield in recognition of his
efforts.
DANCES AND "WAKES.''
After these match dances were held in
the farmers' barns, where a barrel of beer
was generally provided.
No wedding, however small, passed without a barn dance on the floor of the kitchen.
"Collocks," or straw boys, always turned
up masked at these events to take part in
the felicitations, and often were very rowdy.
Parties were much in vogue, and " live "
wakes for emigrants, travelling shows,
circuses and local entertainments were a
regular attraction.
Local education for girls was provided
as to-day by the Presentation Sisters.
Many boys came from what were then
distant places to attend the De La Salle
Brothers' Secondary School. They lodged in
houses in Bagenalstown.
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HE cremated remains of at least three
T
. early bronze age inhabitants were found
on Saturday, June 25, 1955, at Carlow Sugar
Factory. · The first hint of their presence
was revealed when the blade of a bulldozer
levelling the earth between the carpenters'
shop and the fertiliser store clipped off the
neck of an urn buried about two feet below
the surface.
Further investigation showed it to be a
burial urn of great antiquity.
Their curiosity aroused, the factory
authorities carried out further excavations
on the spot and soon brought to light
another urn. A third was found on the
following Monday.

2,700 YEARS OLD
Dr. Raftery, Keeper of Irish Antiquities,
National Museum, arrived, examined the
spot and took away the two urns.
On Tuesday when he turned up again
to review the third discovery, Dr. Raftery
said that the urns were what are known
technically as incenerator urns.
Their
estimated date was 700 B.C. (late Bronze
Age).
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Made of clay, they contained cremated
human remains. · Two were surrounded with
stones and all three were decorated.
They were soft, he said, and one
crumbled when taken away.
" There are no startling features to the
urns," he observed. " They conform to
type. So far as I know, this is only the
second such burial ground discovered in
Carlow county. The first was at Ballon
Hill."
The urns were photographed in the
ground and special measurements taken to
record their positions. Dr. Raftery stood
for some time making sketches of the discoveries and taking notes.
He said that the Factory authorities
had taken all the requisite steps correctly.
"We could hardly have done better ourselves," he commented.
MORE URNS?
Excavations continue in the hope that
there may be further discoveries.
In the meantime, the urns have gone to
the National Museum to become the objects
of that patient investigation which pieces
together for record the mode of life of our
pre-historic ancestry.

Pioneers of a Catholic School
Generations of Carlow Girls have
passed through the Presentation
Schools - This article outlines
their foundation and progress

1
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HE town and county of Carlow was
not noted for the liberality of the
T
Ascendancy who in former times controlled
most of the land and all the public offices.
The Catholic population, though numerous,
was poor and subject to great distress from
the ever-present danger of famine. Disease,
especially cholera and fevers, was a constant
menace because of the over-crowding of the
miserable hovels which sheltered most of
the Catholics.
A new chapel had been erected in 1792
through the efforts of Dean Henry Staunton,
parish priest of Carlow. Somewhat earlier,
the old Bishop of the Diocese, James
O'Keefe, had, with Fr. Staunton, laid the
first stone of Carlow College, the first building devoted to higher education of young
men to be raised in Ireland since the
introduction of the Penal Laws.
In those days parents had to pay for
the education of their children, and whenever, as in Carlow, the poor were numerous,
their children were likely to be neglected.
FROM KILKENNY
In 1810 Dr. Andrew Fitzgerald, Professor of Theology in St. Patrick'.;; College,
interested himself in the provision of a free
school for girls and some time later a
free school for boys. He discussed the
project with Dean Henry Staunton, President of the college as well as parish priest
of Carlow, and won his complete approval.
Dr. Fitzgerald went to Kilkenny where
a Presentation Convent had been established. Three nuns volunteered to come
to lay the foundations of a religious community in Carlow.
The new community was installed on the
Feast . of St. Francis de Sales, 1811, by
Dr. Fitzgerald, who said the first Mass in
the house acquired in Tullow Street.
The Superior, M. de SaleS-in the world
Catherine
Meighan-had
entered
the

by Rev. P.

J.
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Mother-house at Cork in 1797. She had
two companions, Mary Anne Breen, a native
of Hook, Co. Wexford, who entered the
convent of Kilkenny in 1804, while her
companion, Mary Madden, like the Superior,
a native of Kilkenny city, had entered in
1808.
A Mr. John Clark gave his only daughter
and all his property to the Convent. Mr.
Michael Cahill of Athy, who removed to
Carlow, fixed a yearly income on the House.
In March, 1812, the first postulant, Eliza
McGrath, from Wexford, came.
In 1814 a cellar and dairy under the
school-house were excavated. The Chapel
was commenced in 1817, thanks to tbe
legacy of Rev. Dr. Cahill, P.P. of Ballinakill,
and was blessed by Rev. William Fitzgerald,
P.P. of the town, on November 1, 1818.
Next year the schoolrooms underneath the
Chapel were completed and 130 children
admitted.
FOUNDRESS DEPARTS
After thirteen years of devoted service
to the poor children of Carlow two of the
Foundresses, Mother de Sales Meighan and_
Sister Mary Agnes Madden returned to their
Convent in Kilkenny.
A Government-sponsored inquiry into
the state of the schools in Ireland reveals
in 182-4: that in the town of Carlow there
were twenty-nine schools.
The Presentation Convent was one of
the two free establishments which made no
charge to their pupils. " The children are
taught gratis " reads the report. " They
are instructed in reading, writing and
figures, needlework, plain and fancy; spinning, knitting and plaiting. The Mistress
has five assistants who are members of the
Community. There are two class-rooms
fitted up with desks and forms, one for
beginners and the other for those who are
more advanced; their dimensions are 80 ft.
by 17 ft. and 56 ft. by 16 ft., built of stone.
'' The probable expense of building the
house with the schools attached to it was
£3,000. It was founded by the late Rev. Dr.
Staunton, endowed by Dr. Cahill and a
layman of the same name.
" These schools belong to the Convent
of the Presentation Order, which is subject
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to the Roman Catholic Ordinary. The
Roman Catholic Bishop superintends the
schools and visits them occasionally. They
are visited almost daily by the Catholic
Parochial Clergy or by those of the
College." The number of girls attending
was almost 300.
In 1824 a group of Nuns left Carlow to
establish a house of the Order in Maryboro'.
This was in response to the urgent invitation of Rev. N. O'Connor, P.P.

Distress continued next year, but further
aid came from as far afield as Rome.

In 1836 came the first vocation among
the pupils of the school when Brigid Lally,
a native of the town of Carlow, entered
the Convent.

Two years previousily two Sisters went
to Stradbally, Sr. M. Magdalen Coslett and
Sr. M. de Sales Farrell. In 1857 the Community at Carlow lost its new Superioress,
Mother Mary Joseph Cosslett, ana three
other Sisters who offered to open a school
at Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
The Parish Priest of Clondalkin, Father
John Moore, who had been a student at the
College, opened a school and invited nuns
from Carlow to run it. A house was
opened at Baltinglass in 1873.

NEW CHAPEL
Dr. Doyle died in 1834, but his successor,
Dr. Edward Nolan, was a guide and father
to the ever-growing Community. The first
postulant had now become the Mother
Superior. A new Chapel and a new school
wer;e needed. A beginning on the · new
building was made in 1837.
The Dean of the College, Father B.
Fitzpatrick, collected money in England and
in Ireland. The parish priest of Tinryland
called on his parishioners to convey stones
to the site. Two gardens were added to
the grounds. Dr. Nolan's death brought
:sorrow to the Community in November,
1837. A monument to his memory was
erected in the Convent chapel.

By 1840 the new building was nearing
completion, but funds were running low,
and for a time work had to be suspended.
Dr. Andrew Fitzgerald came to the rescue
with some generous benefactors. Thus the
nuns had the satisfaction of terminating
the work and at the same time sharing in
a new foundation at Clane, Co. Kildare.
In 1843 Dr. Fitzgerald, a founder of
the house, died.
"Owing to the failure of the potato
crop this year," writes the Annalist under
the ill-famed year 1847, "Ireland was
reduced to a state of destitution. Many
were the kind and charitable friends who
rallied round our poor people in the hour
of need, and this year we received for the
distressed poor the following sums, viz. :
from Messrs. E. Cullen and T. Maher, £50;
Cardinal Franzoni (per the Most Rev. Dr.
·Cullen), £15; Rev. James Maher, P.P.,
Graigue, £105; making in all £170, which,
of course, tended very much to relieve the
wants of our poor children."
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Urgent calls for aid came from towns
within the diocese of Kildare supported by
the Bishop, who knew too well how great
was the need. Mother Aloysius Brophy,
the Superioress, resigned her position, and
with two Sisters and a volunteer who came
from Bagenalstown set out in 1854 for
Mountmellick to found a convent in that
flourishing industrial centre.

THE FAMINE

·-----

Difficulties abounded after the famine.
" Cholera raged with unmitigated violence
during the month of September,, 1849, and
many victims sank beneath the influence
of this fatal scourge."
Great distress prevailed. The meagre
resources of the Sisters were supplemented
by gifts from as far afield as Rome.
Cardinal Frenzoni sent twenty pounds.
Friends in the town, notably the Cullen
family, made generous contributions in fifty
pounds on one occasion, and twenty pounds
on another, to enable the nuns to relieve the
very poor. Contact with the Irish Work
Society of London was established to
market the work of girls employed in workshops supervised by the Sisters.
Occasional outbreaks of fever in later
years caused the schools to be closed for
periods. Breakfast was supplied in time
of hardship to children who needed it. A
group of lades of the town led by Miss
O'Meara made themselves responsible for
this most excellent charity. But the congested and insanitary conditions under
which the children lived were not tackled
until the end of the century and even later.

*

Carlovians the world over will
recall with nostalgia this view
of College Street, showing the
first portion of the Presentation
Convent built and the Cathedral
gates.
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A generous donation of £400 by Sister
M. Borgia Whyte enabled the Community
to enlarge the Convent by the erection of
thirteen cells, a sacristy, novitiate and
parlour, on the site of the old chapel, in
1850.
At this time the old organ gallery was
removed and the portion of the chapel
immediately over the altar which had
hitherto been occupied by the organ was
lighted from the roof by inserting a skylight.
During Lent of 1854 a set of Stations of
the Cross was erected by Father Hughes,
Dean of the College and a liturgical
enthusiast. This was the year of years in
Pius IX's pontificate. The decree of the
Immaculate Conception of Mary ,vas given
to the expecting world.

Pio Nono conceded to the nuns of the
Presentation Order permission to wear a
ring ornamented with a cross . .The aut~orisation was granted to Archbishop N1xen
of Armagh, who had been to Rome for the
definition of the dogma. In May, Bishop
Haly. presented the ring to each Sister.
With the ever-increasing number of girls
attending school, and particularly when
education was made compulsory, a new and
bigger school became necessary. Bishop
Foley blessed the spacious and airy new
school early in 1901.
It is clear that the school did not at
any stage lag behind-rather, the examination results and Inspectors' reports attest
to an unusual degree of excellence in the
teachers.
In 1853 Cardinal Wiseman visited the
Convent.
The first Irish Cardinal, Archbishop
Cullen, a past student of the College, came
to Carlow in 1868, shortly after he had been
created Cardinal. He continued a frequent
and honoured visitor.
His uncle, Father James Maher, a great
patriot and champion of the poor, was
Parish Priest of Graigue, across the river
from Carlow.
The Centenary of the Foundation in
February, 1911, was honoured by the
presence of the cousin of the late Mother
M. Teresa, Bishop Foley and Bishop Brownrigg. Monsignor M. J. Murphy, P.P., V.G.,
Maryborough, recalled his forty years of
associations with the Convent.
All the nine Presentation Convents of the
Diocese of Kildare and Leighlin were united
in 1932. The new Congregation, enriched
with the fine historical traditions of its
members, will, we trust, continue to serve
God in their school-rooms and form a new
generation of Irishwomen such as Nano
Nagle would wish them to be.
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AFTERMATH

T'hese two Poems
have been submitted
for the 1955 Carloviana
" I balanced all, brought all to mind . . ."
W. B.

YEATS.

Creep, sleep upon this nodding head of mine
And ease the strain and stay the toillt takes to keep my weary, bleary eyes
Alive to all that moves and open. wide.
Come, rest, and neutralize this Spanish wine
That puts my brain a-whirling and sends my
feet astray:
And in the cool recesses of your subconscious
sighing,
Catm my throbbing breast and let reason
mend my ways.
"BROADINCH."

I came to balance all with all.
I came. I waited like a foolSat and waited lke a fool, crosslegged
At the cliff's great feet.

i

And the sea laughed at my foolery.
I saw a calf on the bare white strand--A black calf on the sand,
Standing and lowing at the sea,
Far from quiet valleys,
Far from hill and lea,
Standing and lowing at the sea.
And I thought: is this my answer?
Can this be me?
"TARA."

They vvere written by
two well-known young
Carlow men now
living in Dublin

Outing to Killeshin Old Church and Old Leighlin

Group taken on Mr. H. Fennell's lawn at Everton, where the party was
entertained to tea by Mr. and Mrs. Fennell.
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SLEATTY of
ST. FIAAC
Compiled from Notes

by the late P. J. Madden
BOUT a mile north of Carlow on the
A
Laois side of the river stands the old
church and burial ground of Sleatty. Many
have, doubtless, passed it without much
thought as to its origins, for it is one of
the more remarkable monuments of early
Christian culture in this part of Leinster.
For many years it was a favourite place
of interment. The walls of this old church
are built of hammered limestone, with
granite and dressed stone above the doorway. Ivy now enshrouds the place. There
is a rude granite cross standing on the most
elevated site of the graveyard.
According to tradition it marks the
grave of the founder of Sleatty, St. Fiaac.
Although both Auxilius and Isernineus
were well advanced in their episcopal office
before he came along, St. Fiaac is still
regarded as the first native of Leinster to
have been consecrated a bishop.
He is frequently called the Archbishop
by ancient writers, a designation that refers
to his pre-eminence rather than to his
jurisdiction.
Tradition has it that Sleatty was the
great centre of learning and religion. Fiaac.
was the pupil of Dubthach Maccu Lugair,
disciple of St. Patrick, and was as renowned
a scholar and as famed for his literary
achievements in Irish and La.tin.
It was here the studious youth poured
over his books,

Storing with mundane science his pure
mind,
Rich with another knowledge that but looks
Where wisdom solely shall repletion find.
The learned Irish antiquarian, Dbubhaltach Mac Firbishe, refers to the patron of
the place as Fiaac Mac Sleibhe, the name
given to the Church, obviously due to its
position near the hill of Slieve Margy.

Photo: L. D. Bergin.

This 1s th2 r cputed
Patrician cross
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It is said that when he was going on his
missionary journey through Leinster to
visit his great friend, the Chief Bard
Dubhtach, that St. Patrick said to the Bard,
"Look for a man of good rank and family,
moral, with one wife only and one child."
And the Chief Bard said to him, ' 'Why do
you look for such a man?" St. Patrick
replied, "To give him orders."

Then said Dubhtach, "Fiaac is the very
man you want but he is gone on a circuit
of Connacht to collect the Bardic dues for
the arch-poet and his school."
And as they were speaking, the archpoet and his circle returned and arrived on
the scene.
Looking at him, St. Patrick said, " Well,
perhaps, he might not like to take orders."
So Dubhtach said, "Well, go ahead and
tonsure me." St. Patrick was about to do
so at the chief poet's request, when Fiaac
came forward and asked what was at issue.
" Why do you tonsure Dubhtach? It
would be a pity to do so; Ireland has no
other poet like him."
" If that be so," said St. Patrick, " I wrn
take you in his stead."
"My loss to poetry," said Fiaac, "will
be less than 'his." So thereupon, according
to tradition, the flowing locks of Fiaac were
shorn as was the beard which he wore in
Bardic fashion.
Great grace was given to Fiaac, for it is
said that in return for his generous selfdenial he rapidly learned the ecclesiastical
knowledge necessary for him, and was
eventually made a priest and the high
Bishop of Leinster, as were his successors.
He established his See at Domhnach
F'iaac in Hy Kinsella. The place was given
him by King Crimthin at St. Patrick's
request. The Irish Apostle left there seven
of his own household to assist Fiaac in
preaching the Gospel in South Leinster.
Fiaac lived here until sixty of his community had died. And he was not only a
bishop, but he also practised as a poet, and
he was a scholar of the Royal House of
Leinster. It is evident that his school
attracted in those days a large number of
scholars · from all parts of the province.
Domnach Fiaac, or Fiaac's church, was
situated midway between Cluan Mor Maedoc
and Achad Ubhaidll, now Aghold.
The
church of Domnach Fiaac had been identified with that of Muinebeag, now known
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The story is told that Scachnal, a
brother-bisrop of Fiaac's, pitying his old
age infirmity, went to Armagh. St. Patrick
was not residing there at the time, and
Scacnal saw a chariot and two horses, and
said: " It were better to send yon horses
to the bishop, that is to Fiaac."
When St. Patrick returned to Armagh
he was told this. The chariot was yoked to
the horses. Tradition has it that St. Patrick
sent them without any human being in
attendance. They went straight away and
came at close of day to Mochtae, in his
hermitage at Louth. Here they remained
overnight, and in the morning they went
on hight-hand wise to Domnach Schachnail,
that is the church of Schachnail, or Dunshaughlin in County Meath, and on -tlie
following day they reached Cill Auxille,
now Kilashee, near Naas, and thence to
Cillmanach and eventually to Sleatty and
St. Fiaac.
as Coill Beag, and this church lies in direct
line between Aghold in Co. Carlow and
Clonmore in Co. Wicklow.
It is not known how long Fiaac remained
at the foot of the Wicklow hills, but tradition says that an angel came to him and
said: "To the West of the river, Abann
Bearra, to Cuil Maighe, for that will be the
place of your resurrection." Cuil Maighe
was well known to Fiaac, for it was
formerly a patrimony of his own royal race,
Uibhairrce.
The angel is said to have
ordered him to build there a refectory where
he should find a boar and a church and
where he should meet with a doe.
He said that he could not dare to build
a church until his master Patrick would
first measure and consecrate the site.
Patrick agreed to do so, and consecrated
and put his meeting-house there-that is,
he made it a cathedral house of Fiaac for
the future.
Crimthin, at Patrick's request, made a
grant of the place to himself. For it was
Patrick who had baptised Crimthin, and he
had a special claim on the king's gratitude
and obedience.
At Sleibhte he was buried after his
violent death at the hands of his grandson
Eochaid, in revenge for the expulsion of
the Ui Beairrce from their principality.
Under Sleibe Margy Fiaas spent his
remaining years in retirement and prayer.
He was then an old man, broken down by

VIEW OF THE RUINS AT SLEATTY

years of labour. But he still contin1;1ed to
govern his great diocese of South Lemster.
The Saint of Sleatty usually went during
Lent to a solitary place north-west of
Sleatty. This place is said to have been the
Dun of Clopook, about seven miles to the
north-west. There is a natural cave there,
and the tradition of the country is that the
Saint fasted and prayed there.
He was one of the native prelates and
he led an humble and austere life. He was
devoted to SL Patrick, and his influence
was felt for many ages in the churches of
his native province of Leinster.
Dr. Healy says that in Fiaac's hymn,
as it is called, we have an invaluable
monument of the history, language and
learning of the ancient Irish Church.

Dubtacthach Mac Macculugair, the archpoet of all Eireann, previously mentioned,
and the young Fiaac are said to have been
at Tara when St. Patrick came on that
famous Easter Sunday at Laoghaire's court,
and that they were the only two who rose
up to greet him. Fiaac was of royal
ancestry being fourth in descent from
Cahir Mhor, the great progenito'C' of the
Leinster kings, and he was nephew of the
Chief Poet.
At this time he was a pupil of the
Bardic School.
Although Dubtacthach,
according to Archbishop Healy, was the
first to believe at Tara on that famous day,
Fiaac did not embrace the Christian faith
until he was baptised some years later. He
was then only a young boy of 16 or 18
years. He was born about A.D. 415.
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''Fair and Fertile'' Idrone
by W. V. HADDEN
RIOR to the Down Survey of 1654 the
P
Barony of !drone could be simply
described as that portion of the County
Carlow which was west of the River Burrin
and north of the Barony of St. Mullins.
When Richard II visited Ireland in the
year 1394, he referred to it as follows: " It
is of all others the most famous, fair and
fertile; in woods, pastures, meadows, arable
lands and rivers the most beautiful, pleasant
and delightful that we could find in all the
land of our Rebels in Ireland."
Hooker describes it as follows in " The
Life and Times of Sir Peter Carew ":
'' The soil and country of that barony is
very large and great, and in all Europe not
a more pleasant, sweeter, or fruitfuller land;
the same being . . . with all things necessary for man in every respect-Serving for
pleasure or need, for hunting the stag, the
hare, the fox, the wolf, for your pleasure
at will; for hawking with all kinds of
hawks, at Partridge, Rail, Pheasant, Cranes,
Bittern and a number of other fowls as
much as can be wished or desired. For
fishing there is as much as any fresh water
can give; the seas are somewhat distant
from this country of Idrone but yet on the
one side a goodly River, called the Barro,
fleeting through the whole country and this
so serveth the Country that upon it they so
convey all their commodities and merchandise from the seas or from Waterford even
to the House of Leighlin, which house
standeth full upon the said River."
In pre-Norman days Idrone was the
Petty Kingdom of the O'Ryans, who continued in occupation for centuries after
the Conquest. Strongbow granted Idrone
originally to Donal Kavanagh, but on his
Rebellion in 1175 this Barony was given
by Strongbow to Raymond le Gros Carew,
who in that year married Strongbow's
sister, Bacilia. The barony must, however,
have reverted to the Marshalls (probably
because Raymond le Gros died childless),
and in 1245 passed to Maud Bigod, Countess

of Norfolk ,on the death of the last of her
brothers; she, or her husband, granted it in
fee to Digon, Baron of !drone. Digon's
daughter married Nicholas Carew of Wales,
and thus !drone passed again to the family
of Carew, but the Kavanaghs remained,
like the O'Ryans, on sufferance and under
tribute in the same district.
!drone seems to have been peaceful
during the thirteenth century, but early in
the fourteenth century the Kavanagh and
others started to rebel against their
absentee lords, and under the leadership of
Donough McArt re-occupied their former
territories. These, including ldrone, they
retained by the strong hand until the
coming of Peter Carew in 1568. (Cahir
McArt seems to have agreed to the Crown
taking over Garryhill and the lands lying
between Carlow and Leighlinbridge, with
the Castle of !drone by Deed dated 1543.
His son, Murtagh, however, was still
resident at Garryhill forty years afterwards).
.
The Barony of !drone was purchased by
Dudley Bagnal from George Carew in 1585.
The estate was confiscated in 1653 because
of the part played by Col. Walter Bagnal
in the Confederate War. Walter Bagnal
was shot at Kilkenny in that year, and his
wife and family were, on second thoughts,
spared transportation to Connaught.
After the Revolution in 1660, Dudley
Bagnal, Walter's son, regained his father's
estates. In 1688 he supported James and
fought at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690.
As a result the family property was again
forfeit, but Dudley's son, Walter, succeeded
in proving his title in remainder after his
father's death in exile in 1712.
Walter's son, Beauchamp Bagnal, suc~eeded. to the family estates, but almost
1mmed1ately started selling large portions.
Beauchamp's son, Walter, was the last of
the male lme of the Bagnals of Idrone. He
died in 1814.
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The Lordship of
Carlow
By W. V. HADDEN

HE County Carlow, and most of the
T
Province of Leinster, was granted to
Strongbow by Henry II, and from him
passed to the Marshalls, Earls of Pembroke
and Marshalls of England. In 1245 it passed
to Maud Bigod (nee Marshall) who conveyed
it to her son, Roger Bigod, the fourth earl
of Norfolk, Lord of Carlow and Marshall of
England. His nephew, Roger, fifth earl of
Norfolk, died childless in 1306, having conveyed the Lordship of Carlow to the Crown
by his surrender to that end in 1302.
In 1312 the Lordship of Carlow was
granted by Edward I to Thomas Plantagenet, surnamed "de Brotherton" (first
son by his second wife), the sixth earl of
Norfolk. In 1338 it passed to his daughter,
Margaret, Countess of Norfolk; her only
child, Elizabeth De Segrave, married the
fourth Lord Mowbray, and their son

Thomas became the first D,uke of Norfolk
in 1397. He was also Earl of Nottingham
and Earl Marshall of England. The Mowbrays became extinct in 1475, and from
them in the famale line were descended the
Lords Berkley, and the Howards, Dukes of
Norfolk.
The Dukes of Norfolk were titular Lords
of Carlow until their estates were forfeited
in 1537 by reason of the Statute of
Absentees, when the county became Crown
property.
The Castle and Manor of Carlow were
granted to Donough O'Brien, Earl of
Thomond, in 1604, in fee simple, in consideration of his surrender to the Crown of
Lands and Castles, etc., in Limerick and
Tipperary.
The eighth and last Earl of Thomond
(who died in 1741), in consequence of an
unredeemed mortgage, conveyed all his
right, title and interest in the lordshp,
Manor and Castle of Carlow, with all its
rghts, members and appurtenances, to
James Hamilton, Esq., a law agent to the
O'Brien family, for a sum of £20,000.
THIRTY-ONE

THE BAGNALS OF IDRONE
DUDLEY BAGNAL (-1587).
Purchased !drone from George Carew in
158,'5. but almost immediately started to
quarrel with the Kavanaghs and was
murdered in an ambush at Ballymoon in
1587. He had been Constable of Leighlinbridge Castle.
NICHOLAS BAGNAL (C. 1585-1624).
Constableship of Leighlinbridge was
held by his uncles while he was a minor,
until 1602. Nicholas was the last Bagnal
to be Constable. His only son was unmarried and hardly survived him, so estates
pass to his brother George of Ballymoon.
GEORGE BAGNAL (-1626).
Brother of Nicholas and son of Dudley,
was granted !drone by James I for the
faithful services of his father and grandfather. He married Joanna Butler, and the
family moved to Dunleckney in about 1620.
COL. WALTER BAGNAL (-1653).
Of Dunleckney. On the death of his
father in 1626 was granted the famfly
estates by Charles I. He was later a leading Confederate and for the part he played
in the wars of the l640's all his properties
were confiscated in 1653 and he himself
was shot in Kilkenny. He was a Catholic
like his mother, but took the pro-Treaty
side in the split of the Confederate party.
His wife and children were, on second
thoughts, spared transportation to Connaught, but she died broken-hearted in 1655.
DUDLEY BAGNAL (--1712).
Was educated a Protestant as ward in
Dublin and at Oxford. His sister Kathleen
married John Corbet, who had been granted
her old home at Dunleckney in 1656.
Dudley regained the family estates on the
R~stor!'l.tion in 1660. In 1688, however, he
supported_ James II at the Revolution, and
fQught at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690.
As a result all his property was again confiscated, though a pension was allowed to
his wife and family. Dudley, a very disconcerted man, retired into exile in
Flanders, where he died in 1712.
0

WALTER BAGNAL (1671-1745).
After his father's death in 1712 he
succeeded in proving his title to the family
estates in remainder. He married Eleanor
Beaucll,~mp of Ballyloughan.
'J'HIRTY-TWO

by W. V. HADDEN
BEAUCHAMP BAGNAL (1741-1801).
He succeeded to the family estates, but
almost at once started selling large portions
of the property. He was a most singular
character and fought many duels.
WALTER BAGNAL (1762-1814).
The last of the male line of the Bagnals
in !drone. It was this Walter who, on the
incorporation of the Barrow Navigation Co.
in . l 792, conceived the idea of establishing
an important town and inland port at a
place called Moneybeg on the river. His
plans were ambitious and are said to have
been modelled on Versailles.
The town
which resulted never fulfilled his expectations, but was . for almost 150 years called
Bagnalstown, after the mJt.n who founded it.
For fuller information see the excellent
series of articles on " The Plantation of
!drone," by J. P. Prendergast, in the
Journal of the Kilkenny Archaeological
Society, new series, Vols II. and III.

A School-Master of
Sleatt.Y
HE " Blue Book Summary " of the Co~
T
missioners of Irish Educatiou Inquiry
dated 1826 gives the name and some other
details of every teacher in the Day Schools
of Ireland in 1824. The following entry
was made for Sleaty (Sleibhte) in the Parish
of Killeshin:
Matthew Haughey, Roman Catholic.
Day School. Income £13. School and
outhouse attached 'to his , dwelling.
Average Attendance.: Summer 1824Males 12, Females 4; Roman Catholics
16. Not connected with any Society.
Scriptures not read.
The late Miss Dunny, of Sleibhte, remembered this Matthew IJaughey well. He
lived opposite her door. ,, :

GORESBRIDGE
derives its name from a
GORESBRIDGE
family called Gore, of English origin.
is not definitely established whether or
It

not they had anything to do with the
building of the bridge spanning the Barrow,
but it is common belief that they had, in
some indirect way, for it is safe to assume
that they acted in the matter as did the
typical Grand Jury of the period, who:
Out of their bo·unty built a bridge
At the expense of the County.

That ungrateful Charles II, for whom
the Irish made such and so great sacrifices,
rewarded his adherents by permitting their
confiscated lands to lie in the hands of
Cromwellian adventurers and, going further,
carried out fresh confiscations. It is recorded that at an inquisition held at
Thomastown on 14th September, Arthur
Gore obtained from King Charles grants
of land in that neighbourhood, forfeited by
Irish Papists. His successor, Ralph Gore,
built his residence on an elevation opposite
the site of the Butler residence at Barrowmount. Ralph Gore was interred at Powerstown, where a mural slab was erected to his
memory. Subsequently, on the demolition
of Powerstown Church at Goresbridge, the
slab was removed to the Protestant Church
at Gores bridge. It is inscribed as follows:
" Here lyes ye body of Ralph Gore,
Esq., late of Barrowmount in ye County of
Kilkenny, son of Sir John Gore, of Lecum,
Herefordshire, Knight, who departed ye
life on the 12th day of December, 1721,
aged 68 years.''
Another Ralph Gore, probably his son,
would appear to have been a sporting
character, seeing that on an old map of Co.
Kildare, published in 1752, there is exhibited
a grotesque sketch of a race, under which
is the following: " A prospect of a great
match run on the Curragh on September
5th, 1751, for 1000 guineas, between ' Black
and All Black,' belonging to the Hon. Sir
Ralph Gore, and ' Bajarzat,' the property
of the Right Hon. The Earl of March-won
with ease by the former."
A passage in an old book states in this
connection that on the day of the great
match two swordsmen were to meet in
single combat in the Cockpit of Kilcullen.

These were the sort of amusements
favoured by the Squires and the Squireens
who had supplanted the natural leaders of
the Irish people. They had been driven
into exile and reduced to beggary.
The last of the Gores who resided at
Goresbridge was Colonel Gore, about 1803.
He got into debt and went to America,
where he subsequently died.
GORESBRIDGE CONVENT
The Convent of the Sisters of St.
Brigid was founded in Goresbridge in 1858.
Within the Convent enclosure is interred
Mr. Edward Lyons, over whose remains a
massive Gothic Cross was erected.
The
inscription gives testimony to the good
man's virtues, his charity, his zeal for
religion, his munificience for the cause of
religion and education.
The district around Goresbridge contains objects of archaeological interest. In
the townland of Barrowmount there is a
Druid's altar. There are two baths in
Lowergrange.
At Doninga there is a
remarkable earth fortification. There is
also a remarkable Bath in the townland of
Castlekelly and a more extensive one a
mile off. The Mass Bush in the townland
of Barrowmount marks a spot where in
Penal Times the faithful assembled to assist
at the Holy Sacrifice.

In the Gaol
HE following inscription was found
T
written on a door which was taken
down on 18th October, 1955, at Hanover
Works, Carlow (formerly Carlow Gaol):
" May 1st, 1853. This addition to Carlow
Gaol commenced. Mr. Faircloth was the
Contractor. James Kavanagh and Michael
Robinson were the two Carpenters employed
during the job.
" This is a hard season on the working
chaps-beef is 6d. per lb. Mutton the same,
the 4 lb. loaf is 8d. Potatoes 5d. per st.
Wheat 36s. Barrel. Barley is 19s. Barrel.
Now it's the last day of Sept.-and the
English and French with the Turks are with
the Egyptians and attacking the Russians.
It is feared they will get enough of it.
Whoever will take this out will remember
that we had a good employer.
"Mr. Richard Wilson is Governor of this
Jail.
" Mrs. Gavin, Matron.
" Goodbye, my Poor fellows, and think
of your souls.
'JAMES KAVANAGH."
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FEATURES
,T\HIS is an account of the activities of the Old
Carlow Society since our last issue.
Activities are the life of a society. An historical
society composed of enthuhiastic amateurs wishing to
know more about their district has an, important social
aspect. Summer outings provide the ideal opportunity
for visiting historical sites and exchanging impressions
or the fruit of winter reading with others. There is
just a danger that social or surface activities may take
an unduly prominent place in a society's doings.
The Old Carlow Society cannot report much progress
in the field of local historical research. Even such
obvious sources as newspaper files of the nineteenth
century have not received enough attention. During
1954-1955 the Scciety ·sponsored three R.D.S. lectures
and a talk on Greece.
The project to compile a guide to Carlow town
was materially advanced by two papers on College
Street and Dublin Road. The latter was prepared by
Mrs. B. O'Neill, a stalwart supporter of ou, aims since
the Society came into being.
DEPARTURE
Mr. and Mrs. O'Neill are leaving Carlow in the
coming year. It is an obligation to place on record
their devoted service to the Society in writing papers
and giving talks during our outdoor meetings. Indeed,
it must be said tha~ the town of Carlow wili be much
the peorer for their departure, but our Society in
particular.
Mr. W. V. Hadden's study of Carlow fortifications
brought together a mass of historical lore, the fruit of
extensive research into Carlow's castle and the town
walls. For the first time we had a filmstrip of Carlow
material prepared by the lecturer. This departure made
our January meeting one of the most successful of the
year.
The annual Social needs no further commendation
when it is said that the ladies' catering committee
maintained their high standard of former years. The
new Aer Lingus film on Ireland was shown on this
occasion and won enthusiastic praise.
Mr. George Kellett in March entertained the
members in a feature entitled " My Roving Camera."
His colour transparencies of places of scenic and
historical interest were a revelation to most members.
As our contribution to An T6stal celebrations we
brought to Carlow the exhibition of Irish historical and
modern buildings arranged by the Institute of Irish
Architects. This was shown in the Deighton Hall by
courtesy of the trustees. No exhibition could better
THIRTY-FOUR
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reveal the rich heritage of Georgian architecture. A
number of photographs of Carlow buildings, the product
of Mr. George Kellett's camera-craft, opened our eyes.
to what is worth noting nearer home.
EXCURSIONS IN THE SUMMER
Old Carlow Society members each Summer travel to
see for themselves buildings and places which have
very often been the subject of their Winter talks.
They include, of course, extra-mural interests and expand
their purely local flavour.
In June this year forty-five Carlovians were guests.
of the Old Dublin Society and the Nati01,al Gallery
of Art.
A pre-luncheon v1S1t was made to St. Mary's Abbey,.
where the party was met by Mr. P. Meehan, Hon.
Secretary of the Old Dublin Society, and by Captain
Hughes and Mr. J Batt.
Captain Hughes described the ancient Abbey as the
great.!st of its kind in Ireland and originally a Benedictine
foundation. In 1159 it was handed over to the Cistercians, who re-built it. It was later used by the nobles
and gentry of the country to transact governmental
affairs.
SILKEN THOMAS
Ia the Chapter House the great Geraldine, Silken·
Thomas, began the Geraldine Rebellion by throwing
down the Sword of State.
Captain Hughes said that at the dissolution of the
monasteries under Henry VIII, the then Deputy pleaded
with the King not to interfere with St. Mary's, but his
plea went unheeded and the monastery fell into ruins.
At Arbour Hill the Society members saw the
natioaal graves of the 1916 leaders, where Michael
O'Hanrahan, a Carlow Soldier of the Rebellion, is
buried.
An afternoon visit was made to the National
Gallery. The Director, Chevalier Thomas MacGreevy,.
brought us on a tour of the Flemish and Dutch
collection in the Gallery.
He traced the development of painting from pre-·
Renaissance times, when Europe was of one faith, to
the rise of profane art after the 16th century.
At the Civic Museum, South William Street, Mr.
P. A. Meehan, Hon. Secretary, O.D.S., spoke about the·
many objects of archaeological interest there.
KILLESHIN
Nearer home, on their second excursion, Society
members and vi£itors from the Old Dublin Society

visited Killeshin Church to admire the HibernoRomanesque doorway (pictured on the cover of this
Journal), the second only of its kind to that at Cormac's
Chapel, Cashel.
Mr. H. Fennell, Chairman, Q.C.S.,
gave a brief account of the history of the church and
the surrounding countryside.
The party went by Rossmore to Old Leighlin
·Cathedral, founded by St. Lazerian. Mrs. B. O'Neill
gave a detailed talk on the history of the building.
Mr. and Mrs. Fennell most hospitably entertained
the party to tea at their residence, Everton.
CLOGRENNANE CASTLE
Ciogre11nane Castle was the object of the Society's
third outing. \Ir. Victor Hadden outlined the history
,,f the building and illustrated his talk by a number
,,t old drawings of the castle. Afterwards the party
visited the old cave or tunnel which, according to
legend, was connected with Carlow Castle at one time.

---- ---·---------------TEMPLECRONEY AN,D CASTLE HILL
(Continued from page 17)

Carlow wrote a description of it to her
mother and told of the crowds that came to
view it ("gratis," she naively remarks).
DECLARATION
A workman, probably remembering
Mullaghmast, knocked off the head, which
was thrown into the Barrow. The late Col.
Henry Bruen, with a view to saving it from
further mutiliation, had it removed to Oak
Park, offering at the same time a reward for
the recovery of the head, which was soon
claimed.
Sometime in the late 1870's a descendant
of Hartpole in the female line obtained
permission to remove the effigy to his
-residence at Kilnacourt, Portarlington.
The head once more disappeared, and
was not this time recovered. In the Kildare
Archaeological Jorunal of 1911, it is mentioned that a fragment of the sides of the tomb,
-showing four members of Hartpole's
family, was lying on a heap of debris,
against the garden wall in Oak Park at that
time.
Robert Hartpole was granted lands in
·Queens County and Carlow, and lived in
Shurle Castle.
Now a last reference culled from the
-same volume (1911 K.A .. Journal): "St.
Comghall was the saint to whom St. Mary's
Church in Carlow was originally dedicated."
(Gilbert's Mihi).
That leaves us just where we began1ooking for the site of Croine's cell! Where
was it?

Old Derrig, Home of J.K.L.
LD DERRIG, between Carlow and KillO
eshin, was from 1819 to 1822 the
residence of the great Bishop, Dr. Doyle,
or J.K.L., as he is more familiarly known.
From his residence here he issued many of
his important pastorals, letters, and other
works. The seclusion of the place pleased
him and in a letter to a friend he wrote of
it:
"I am leaving Carlow having taken a
house and 13 acres of land a mile and a
half distant from it in the beautiful country
that lies beyond the river. The house,
avenue and garden are fine, and will enable
me to indulge that love of solitude which
has grown with me from my youth."
Canon O'Hanlon writes movingly of his
work here:

Here in Old Derrig throbbed that vigorous
brain,
A.nd sorrowing heart, oft wrung with
pain and care,
For Ireland's millions bowed beneath their
chain,
The patriot sage and prelate of Kudare,
With voice and pen laid proud oppression
bare,
While echoing reason to unwilling ears,
Cheered the peasant, closed the assassin's
lair,
Conquered those rights from commoners
and peers,
He claimed for justice long, with varying
hopes and fears.

OUR COVER PICTURE
The picture on the cover of
this issue is an unusually fine
study of the splendid doorway
at Killeshin 's old church. The
photo is by L. D. Bergin.
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Officers and Members of Old Carlow Society
SEASON

1955-'56

PATRON:
His Lordship Most Rev. Dr. T. Keogh, Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin.
HON. LIFE VICE-PRESIDENTS:
Rt. Rev. Monsignor Millar, D.Ph., V.F., P.P., Newbridge; Very Rev.
P. Swayne, M.A., P.P., Kildare; Bernard O'Neill, Esq., and Mrs. O'Neill.
CHAIRMAN:
Mr. Harry Fennell, Everton, Carlow.
VICE-CHAIRMEN:
Mr. Victor W. Hadden; Mr. Aidan Murray; Miss Alice Treacy.
JOINT HON. SECRETARIES:
Rev. P. J. Brophy, B.D., St. Patrick's College; Miss Maureen Doy.e,
The Shamrock.
HON. TREASURER:
Mr. Alec Burns, College St.
HON. EDITORS:
Mr. Liam Bergin, Editor " Nationalist & Leinster Times," Tullow St.,
Carlow; Mr. Aidan Murray ,N.T., Dublin St.
Major, "Laurel Lodge," Carlow;
Aughney, Dr. Honoria, County
Fenlon, William L., Montgomery
M.0.H., Wexford.
St.; Friedl, Miss Trudy, "St.
Brophy, Rev. P. J., St. Patrick's
Gertrude's," Rathnapisa, Carlow;
College, Carlow; Brophy, Michael,
Fennell, Mr. H., Everton, GraigueM.C.C., Ardattin, Tullow, Co. Carcullen, Carlow; Fennell, Mrs. H.,
low; Burns, Alec, College Street,
Everton, Graiguecullen, Carlow;
Carlow; Breen, Miss G., Dublin St.,
Fenelon, Mrs. W. L., Montgomery
Carlow; Bergin, Liam D., Tullow
St., Carlow.
Street, Carlow; Breen, Miss P.,
Governey, Francis, "Barrow"Heatherlee," Larkfield, Carlow;
ville," Carlow; Mrs. Madeline
Broughan, Edward, Coal Market,
Governey, "Barrowville," Carlow;
Carlow; Broughan, Mrs. E., Ccal
Giddy, Mrs. Eric, Athy Road, CarMarket, Carlow; Bo1land, J., Secrelow; Ga;sh, Rev. J. G., M.A., "The
tary County Council, Carlow.
Rectory," Carlow.
Carbery, Daniel J., "Glenart,"
Hadden, W. G., "Otter Holt,"
Carlow; Carbery, Mrs,. D. J.,
Kilkenny Road, Carlow; Hadden,
"Glenart," Carlow; Colgan, Miss
Victor, 1 Court View, Carlow;
M., Athy Road, Carlow; Conroy,
Hadden, Mrs. V. W., 1 Court View,
Miss M., Castle St., Carlow; CorCarlow;
Hayden,
Thomas P.,
coran, Eustace, J.K.L. Avenue,
"Hundred Acres," Killeshin, CarCarlow; Corr, Rev. Joseph, S.J.,
low; Hanlon, Mrs. John, College
"St. Ignatius," Preston, Lanes.,
St., Carlow; Harding, John, TulEngland; Corr, Aid. M. J., 70
low St., Carlow; Hutton, Francis,
Victoria St., London S.W.1.; Corr,
Staples,town Rd., Carlow; Healy,
Jas. J., 9 Bay Ridge, Parkway,
Richard, College Street, Carlew;
Brooklyn, N.Y., U.S.A.; Collins,
Hughes, Patrick, Barrack Street,
Mrs., "Greengate:e," Newbridge;
Carlow; Hosey, Joseph, Governey
Chmelar, E., Larkfield, Carlow;
Square, Carlow; Hadden, Mrs. W.
Corcoran ,Mrs. E., J.K.L. Avenue,
G., "Otter Holt," Kilkenny Road,
Carlow.
Carlow.
Doyle, Miss Maureen, The ShamKelly, John, St. Killian's Cr,srock, Carlow; Doyle, Miss Dillie,
cent, Carlow; Kelly, Mrs. John, St.
The Shamrock, Carlow; Doyle,
Killian's Crescent, Carlow; Kellett,
Mrs. Leigh, Dublin St., Carlow;
George, "Greystones," GraigueDoyle, Jas. J., Granby Row, Carcullen; Kellett, Mr3. G., "Creylow; Darcy, Ml., Castle Hill, Carstones," Graiguecullen; Kelly, Miss
low; Daly, Mrs., ''Glenone," Dublin
T., "The Stream", Dublin Road,
Rd., Naas; Doyle, Miss M., MatCarlow; Kelleher, Miss N., N.T.,
ron Mental Hospital, Carlow; DowDublin St., Carlow; Kealy, Thomas,
ling, Rev. E., S.J., 3115 South
Maryborough St., Graiguecullen.
Grand Boulevard, St. Louis 18,
Lillis, Col., Beggars Bush BerMissouri, U.S.A.
racks, Dublin; Lillis, T. J., LumElUs., John, Burrin Street, Carclone Ho., Fenagh, Carlow; Lesl;e,
low; Eustace, E. A. R., Newstown,
W. A., 32 E'ccleston Sq., London.
Tullow, Co. Carlow.
Mccaul, Mrs. A., Dublin Street,
Fleming, Miss Peg, Lower StapCarlow; Murray, Aidan, Dublin St.,
lestown Road, Carlow; Fitzroy,
Carlow; Murray, Mrs. Aidan, DubMiss Alice, Montgomery St., Carlin Street, Carlow; Moore, Mvs.
low; Fitzroy, Miss Maureen, DubW., "St. Anne's," Athy Road;
lin Road ,Carlow; Fitzmaurice,
Moore, William, Mental Hospital,
THIRTY-Six

Carlow; Mahon, Mrs. James, "Kelvin Grove," Carlow; Millar, RL
Rev. Msgr., P.P., V.F., Newbridge,.
Co.
Kildare;
Monahan,
John,
Castletown,
Carlow;
Monahan,
Mrs. J., Castletown, Carlow; MacLeod, Miss Iona, Co. Librarian,
Carlow; MacCormaic, Mr. P.,
Town Clerk, Carlow; Murphy, Miss:
Clodagh, Tullow St.,
Carlow;
Murphy, Miss Annie, Castle St.,.
Carlow.
Noude, Miss Eileen, Tullow St.,
Carlow; Noude, Miss Rita ,N.T.,
Tullow
St.,
Carlow;
Nolan,.
Thomas, Tullow St., Carlow.
O'Neill, Bernard, M.Sc., "Inn·s-free," Carlow; O'Neill ,Mrs. B ..
"Innisfree,"
Carlow;
O'Neill,
Thomas P., "Gayville," -Carlow;O'Neill, Mrs. Thomas, Granby·
Terrace, Carlow; O'Reilly, Mrs.
John,
"Fruit
Hill,"
Carlow;·
O'Reilly, Miss Breda, "Fruit Hill,"
Carlow; O'Keeffe, Bernard, St.
Killian's Crescent, Carlow; O'Donnell, Hugh, Solicitor, Dublin St.,
Carlow; O'Leary, Sean, Graignamanagh, Co. Kilkenny; Oliver,
James J., Dublin St., Carlow;
Oliver, Mrs. J. J., Dublin St., Carlow; Oliver, Miss Beatrice, Dublin_
St., Carlow; O'Flynn, Barry, Ballylinan, Athy, Co. Kildare; O'Brien,
Miss Kathleen, 113 Tullo,w St.,
Carlow; O'Donovan, Miss, N.T.,
Barrow View, Graiguecullen, Carlow; O'Neill, Miss D., Sleaty, Carlow; O'Carroll, Dr., "The Elms,'r
Athy Road, Carlow; O'Hanlon,
lll(iss Mary, Hanove1·. Carlow;
O'Neill, Denis, 2251 Sedgewick
Ave .. Bronx. New Yor'·.; O'Grady,
P. J.. Rathmore H0., Tullow;
O'Grady, Mrs. P. J., d0.; O'Dono·
van, Miss Anna, Pembrcke, Carlow·
Poole, Percy, Hanov r, Carlow;
Pesvers, John, Stap.Jestown, Carlew; Purcell, Patrick Quinagh,
Carlow; Purcell, Gerald, St. Kil-li.an·s Crescent, Carlc 0 v; Power,
James ,"The Garden," Dublin St.,
Carlow; Phillpotts, Col. Steuart,
Russellstown Park, Carlow.
Reddy. James, Lr. Staplestown
Rd .. Carlow; Reynolds, SVrn., N.T.,
Ballylinan, Athy, Co. Kildare.
Swayne, Very Rev. P., P.P., Kildare; Smith, Mr. T., Leinster Cr2.scent, Carlow; Smith, Mrs. T.,
Leinster Crescent, Carlow; Spo'len,
B., Graiguecullen, Carlow; SpollEn,.
Mrs. B., Graiguecullen, Carlow;
Sheane, S. R., Church Hill, Wicklow.
Treacy, Miss Alice, " StellaMaris," Athy Road, Carlow.
Wilson, Mrs. M., Montgomery-St., Carlow.
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j Gifts that will
:

delight the

giver

:

l
f

I

MONUMENTAL WORKS

How often when we buy a present do we
wish somebody would buy equally acceptable 1
for ourselves?
·
Every article of our stock is chosen with
this thought in mind: how would we like to
receive it as a present.

Br~~- f

Hughes

!:

Carlow

).,

±

!
!

Test our range by this yardstick and you
will find a gift to suit every occasion.
Take our new display of costume jewellery,
specially imported from Germany, designed
to flatter any ensemble.

Memorials Erected m Marble
Limestone and Granite.

I·- rlng,.~;;,;~~~;·.. .
Or our vast range of watches, Waterford

THE JEWELLERS OF QUALITY

:

Dublin Street, Carlow

:

I-------'-"-~----!
~·

.....................

~

...........

All work carried out under
Personal Supervision.

1Designs
·~·

I
,.,

.................

I

Drink

I

4

t
::.

0

~

+l

comfort

f

m

f

Lounge.

GROCERIES
A visit to us will repay
you.

! McDern1ott's

I

Tullow St., Carlow
.............................

t

*x

AND SONS

Phone 244
I:

in

I

Only best drinks stocked. '

I IF IT'S
Patrick J. Crotty

.........

our up-to-date

X

from

'

~HEN IN CARL~~· .•......

f

YOUR DAILY BREAD
FRESH

an d quotations on request

~\

Tullow St., Carlow

f

· ......................~~~

!Jolly Boating
(;,

From our Fashion Foursome
SKIRTS:
We have a very large selection in flared, pleat:d and
pencil slim styles in tweeds, worsted, Barathea,
Tery!ene, etc. All sizes. We stock R.O.K., Brendella,
Vancona, Sparta ville Model London Tailored.

f Weather
±
l
~

:(

,!_:.\
J.

~
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t

t
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" Jolly boating weather
And a hay harvest breeze,
Blades on the feather,
Shade off the trees.
Swing, swing together
With your bodies between your knees.

BLOUSES:
"K & P"B!ouses in Poplin, Viyella, Crock of Gold,
Honeycomb, in all shades and sizes. Also stockists
for Cunn-Ella, Fairway, Vanity Fair, etc.

CARDIGANS:
Call and see our large selection of Cardigans,
We
have three styles from Highland in the newest shades.
Sizes 14'' to 20'',

The Eton :::~:~;~::~:::t~::e::c;u:::e::::.s. ~nd
became the anthem of all oarsmen. William Gory, a
master at Eton, tells how, nearly a century ago, he
came to write, one Summer's evening, the words and
music of the best-loved of all sporting songs.

FROCKS:
Our new Frock colilection offers a wonderful selection
of new styles in Tweed, Corduroy, Wool, Jersey, and
Ballet Length Evening Frocks.

" I went, at 8.15, in the glow of sunset up the river
to meet the boats coming down. The band-a vile bandplayed the old Fourth of June tune. I saw a dear form
in a light blue coat standing up to take the Henley
crew through the crowd of inferior boats.
With my
glasses I followed their curves of movement do:w!l the
dear river. I thought of young men quartered in Indian
hill-forts, droning in twos or singly through a steaming
night, miserably remembering their la.st row at Eton,
pining and era ving for lost youthfulness.''

1he Modern
Specialists in Ladies' Wear

(IUURRAYS wish Boating Weather to Carlow Rowing
Club in 1956 as jolly as that enjoyed In 1955).

Tullow Street, Carlow

r

Xmas Show-room
Gifts to suit all
Here's a cross-section of our selection:

LARGE STOCKS OF

s New and Secondhand
!

Furniture

FOR
LADIES:-Gift
sets,
perfumes,
Colognes,
Lavenders,
Soaps,
Bath-dusting Powder,
etc.,
by
Elizabeth Arden, Dorothy Gray, Lentheric (Tweed),
Chanel, Melina, Yardley, Coty, Momy, Gala, Innoxa,
Max Factor, Dawn, Miners, u 4711," Cussons, Dubarry,
etc., from 2/9 to £5. Dressing Sets from 7 /6 to £3-4-6.
Powder Compacts from 6/- to 37 /6. Perfume Sprayers
from 4/- to 12/6.
Powder-bowls, 5/9 to 9/-.
Bath
Salts from 2/6 to 9/6. Novelty Perfumes, Lavende<s by
Potter and Moore, Mischief and Evening in Paris.
FOR GENTS:-Electric Razors, from £3-7-3 to £9, by
leading makers. Dressing Cases from 15/6 to £4-14-6.
Shaving Brushes from 4/6 to 35/-. Rolls Razors, Gillette
Razors, Hair Brushes, singly or in cases, up to 34/-.
Shaving Lotions, Talcums, etc.
Also Manicure Sets from 4/6 to 30/-,
from 1/3 to 12/-.
FOR BABY:-sets from 5/6 to 14/-.

Toilet Bags

We can now undertake all
upholstery work, Chesterfield sultes, chairs, etc.
recovered and resprung.

-,,

X

\
}
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Large Stocks of Rexines,
Veleum, Tapestries, Moquette.
Large range of
new and secondhand furniture, Lino and Carpets
in stock

~'

t
'

T
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Cameras from 18/6 to £15.

j F. ROBINSON & SONS It

!
HOUSE FURNISHERS
:
i BURRIN ST., CARLOW r
~-····· .....................

~~~--

-i~------~f
~ Carlow's Leading

j

j

Drapers

f

Clothiers, Lad es' and Men's Outfitters
and House Furnishers, Boot and Shoe };~
Warehouse.
·'
1'
y
Ladies' and Gentlemen's High-Class X
Tailoring on the premises by expert

%
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Cuttecs and T a;Jo,s

You can get your Odearest Mattress here.

.
:

!i'

i
Michael Molloy

,: Tu Ilow Street, Carlow
................................
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-~e. ~ill - ~eet at . E~;NG'S. ·a:i
%
dine at THE SILVER GRILL"
+
!

t

MORNING COFFEE
LUNCHES
AFTERNOOf'.J fFAS
GRILLS

~--

Open daily including Sundays until 10 p.m.

1

EWING'S

'r

Lounge Bar: HAYMARKET
Restaurant: DUBLIN ST.

Bonne Bouche Cafe
IN CARLOW
IS THE SHOP FOR-

WEDDING & SOCIAL PARTIES
SPECIALLY

CATERED

FOR

EXCELLENT

CUISINE

CIVILITY &

COURTESY

Charlotte Street
Carlow
Phone-11
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MAKE THE

YOUR RENDEVOUS WHEN

!
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Mr. Everyman
It provides for his every need in clothes.
Keen buying offers Mr. Everyman big
savings in outlay. Expert knowledge,
guarantees him . . . Quality Goods . . .
Latest Designs , , , Better Made-and
Mr. Everyman-The Finest Tailoring
Service in the South East-awaits you.
Prices are of course keen.

Proprietor :
M. V. HANLEY

~··················

±

if

HOSIERY SPECIALISTS
GENERAL DRAPERS

f

*

I
'l

*

*

TULLY'S
of Tullow Street,

!

CARLOW
AND ATHY

f

l

Travel Age:t, fo*r Lea:ing Trans-

ti antic Shipping Lines . . .

- · ... A

!

I

--------,

·································~····································~

TONY'S

: !?lJanU3/,_//t!?2Jonne// f
.

~

Carlow's Leading

~tk

Ladies' and Gent's
Hairdressers
.

Noted for Quality and
Value

i
i

I
PHONE 272

.

· Make your appointment now for :
Christmas

f
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i

TULLOW STREET

CARLOW
.
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FOR THE R:ECORD
By JOHN MONAHAN

HIS essay is confined to short-term
T
farming history-the revolutionary
period from 1945 to 1955. The excuse for
making an attempt to record this history
so soon after the event is that most of us ·
have already forgotten how quickly the
changes have taken place in the Irish
countryside. This revolution has grown
more quickly in Carlow and South Kildare
than in almost any other district.
The most obvious change on the land is
the increase in what we call " mechanization."
ARMER HARVESTER
Beet harvesting is an ideal example of
"mechanizing," for the beet grower has
not merely substituted tractor power for
animal power, he has also substituted an
entirely new method of getting beet out of
the ground and ready for the factory. As
even non-farmers know, Carlow has been
the centre of both development and manufacture of the Armer harvester. Originally
designed by the imported American expert,
Armer, it has now developed out of all
recognition due to the work of the team at
Carlow factory.
The first Armer prototype went into
action in a trial plot of beet in the Spring
of 1952. A number worked on the beet
harvest of 1952, and development has gone
on ever since. This year forty-three Armers
W?rked in the Carlow factory area. They
will have harvested several hundred
ac~es of beet by the time the campaign is
fimshed. It will be seen that this machine,
undreamt of ten years ago, is already a
big factor in the beet campaign to supply
Carlow factory.
·
The basic change in motive power from
horse to mechanical horse-power is extraordinary. The internal combustion engine
has replaced the horse at an incredible rate.
In 1945 there were 150 tractors registered
in County Carlow. In mid-December, Hl55,
there ~ere ?32 agricultural tractors registered m this county-and a few tractors
that never go on the roads are unregistered!
This revolution has only been made
possible by a number of extremely simple
devices, which changed the tractor from
an unwieldy iron substitute for an ox-team
into a neat and handy machine tool. The
change is largely due to the genius of one
man-Harry Ferguson-who made a simple

system of hydraulic lift and control of
implements practical. This simple idea
turned the tractor from a big machine for
big fields into an incredibly handy tool' that
can even be used in the glasshouses at Rush.
The " lift " enables the tractor to do
much more than just pull. For instance,
in the first stages of mechanization farmers.
put rubber tyres under their hay-bogies,
substituted a draw-bar for shafts and used
a twenty horse-power tractor to do what
the old mare did. The farmer still had to
get down and winch the cock on to the
bogey. Then a rash of "cock-lifters"
broke out-the first being a Scot's designand the most recent being a product of
Keenan's factory in Bagenalstown. This
simple device, costing less than £40, lets
one man go out single-handed on his tractor,.
pick up the cock without leaving his seat,
and return with it to the haggard. Every
hay-making season for the last three years
the columns of The Nationalist and Leinster
Times have been filled with " bogey for sale
complete with tractor hitch."
Farmers also call in the services of
machines undreamt of ten years ago. Lime,
for instance, is almost invariably spread
nowadays by big power sprea.ders. The
Sugar Company pioneered mechanical
spreading, using the familiar flat-faced exCanadian Army four-wheel-drive lorries
equipped with special lime-spreading bodies.
The new method changed the economics of
factory sludge lime so much that this once
waste product has now become a prized
privilege of the beet-grower.
THE COMBINE
As long ago as 1932 I heard reports
that a combine harvester was working in
Ireland. At the time the well-informed
agreed that this was ludicrous: (a) because
the climate was too wet, and (b) because
corn-growing was nearly impossible in
Ireland, anyway. In spite of this, Mr.
Bernard O'Neill, now a member of the
Carlow Board of the B.G.A., was operating
one in Kilkenny in 1936, and having no
1:rou ble selling the grain so harvested. The
first combine to work in County Carlow
was the Allis-Chalmers 60 that Mr. Patrick
Fenelon of Tullow started using in the
harvest of 1947.
Further developments followed quickly.

r-

The first of the familiar silver-coloured
Claas combines to reach County Carlow was
that imported by Mr. Jack Bennett, of
Rathellen, who used it first in the harvest
,of 1950. Many Massey-Harris self-propelled
combines started work about the same time.
Now there are a number of one-man tank
.combines at work-at Browne's Hill, Mr.
Wright's of Prumplestown, and at Lord
Kildare's.
The uncanny hormone selective weedkillers, which can select the undesirable
weed plants and slaughter them while
leaving the crop plant untouched, were
only developed in the laboratory in rn42.
By 1947 Mr. Brendan Dowling of Linkardstown had pioneered their use in his corn
fields.
ROLE OF SCIENCE
The time-lag from the scientist's bench
to Carlow farms was a bare five years.
These weed-killers, which the layman hardly
hears about, have made a big difference in
farming possibilities.
Soil testing is now routine on most
farms. Although the idea is quite old, it
is only in the last twenty or thirty years
that it has become of much practical value,
.and only in the last ten has it become
important in Ireland. Soil -testing has
,wcustomed the farmer to seek advice from
trained men. Our County Committees of
Agriculture in Carlow and Kildare have
tried to meet the demand for technical
advice by increasing the staff of Instructors
many times over.
OTHER CHANGES
The changes listed above are merely a
sample of the more obvious changes in
Irish farming, some of which are not fully
felt. Electricity, for instance, is not yet
fully expoiited, even where the " rural " has
long been connected. But there are other,
more basic, changes. These are in outlook
rather than in farming practice.
The
~endency of . all farmers in every country
1s conservative, because they spend their
time working with immutables. On the
other hand, the farming profession is fond
of the military principles of reinforcing
success----if a thing works well use more and
more of it.
This change is partly due to agriculture
baving regained its importance after the
~ors~ few year~ since history began. Startmg m 1879 with a terribly bad harvest
-which coincided with the first influx of
American
me?hanically - handled
grain,
Eu~opean farmmg went steadily downhill
until 1939, except for a slight comeback in
-the years from 1914 to 1921. In this period

of sixty years primary producers for the
first time in the history of mankind were
treated as unimportant. Land became a
noor investment, and no one with any
imbition wanted to stay on the land.
Then in 1939 the submarine, that great
mechanical aid to European farming, came
back into business again.
With every
refrigerator ship that went to the bottom,
the urban population began to think more
of the land. European farming, including
Irish farming, became a business again.
New techniques, which the farmer knew
about but could not afford in depression
times, became worthwhile.
These new
things, plus the old skills, were trotted out
once the industry justified the investment.
YOUNG FARMERS
The Young Farmers' Clubs of Macra na
Feirme, launched in Athy in 1944, and the
Guilds of Muintir na Tire have acted as
training grounds for farmers, both in
technical and organizing matters. These
organizations have encouraged farmers to
talk and think about their profession.
First they thought about methods of production, then ihey started to think about
the financial end of it. Out of that thought
grew the economic organization of the
National Farmers' Association and the
commodity groups like ICMSA and the
other milk-producing organizations.
The first Young Farmers' Club was
started in Athy, with the late Stephen
Cullinane as the detonator that fired the
charge. From that single Club the idea
spread into over four hundred parishes.
Macra is a training organization, and it
has taught not only the trade of farming
but the art of living in the country.
There are still many problems facing
the farming community, but they are the
growing pains of an expanding industry,
not the creaks of a dying organism. The
biggest question that occurs to me is: how
can a farm of under thirty statute acres be
made to pay? It is a proven fact that
store or fat cattle have no place on the
really small farm. Pigs, hens, fruit are
the sort of things that give high cash
returns per acre, and where there is a
market for that sort of thing the small
farm succeeds. Grass grown for its seed,
vegetables for human consumption are also
" small farm " possibilities, but lack of a
marketing system discourages these lines
in Ireland at present. Grass efficiently
converted to milk might also play a part
in the small farm. But none of the usual
methods now in use in Ireland will solve
this problem.

MOORE'S GARAGE
BURRIN STREET, CARLOW
Main Dealers for New Standard "8"
Also Main Dealers for Volkswagen
Cars, Vans and Trucks
Any other make of Car supplied

Grocery and Provisions
General Hardware
Agent for ESSE Cookers

Main Dealers for the famous
ALLGAIER PORSCHE AIR-COOLED
DIESEL TRACTORS
Also Dealers for DAVID BROWN
TRACTORS
All Classes of Tractor Implements sur1plied

I
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THE SHAMROCK

71 Tullow Street, Carlow

I
t

: Telephone: Carlow 7

Repairs of every description carried out to
Cars, Vans, Trucks, Tractors or Farm

ENQUI;;~ne?NVITED
Phone:

!,

Carlow

153
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For all your Electrical Services and Supplies
CONSULT

MAHON BROS.
Electrical Engineers

Potato Market

Carlow

See our Showrooms for the latest in Everything Electrical
Quotations on request

Telegrams : "Dempsey, Carlow."

Phone: 44

James Dem·psey

M.P.S.I.

'.f

;

IRONMONGER

HOUSE
FURNISHING
BUILDERS'
HARDWARE
TIMBER .
WALLRk~ER
CHINA & GLASS

M. WHITE,

VETERINARY & DISPENSING
CHEMIST

FARM
IMPLEMENTS
SEEDS
GARDEN
REQUISITES
LEATHER
FIREARMS

SICK ROOM REQUISITES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

and
TOILET

GOODS

t

Agent for Hoover Electric Washing
Machines, Sweepers, Cleianers, Etc.

;.,

'
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. 39 Tullow Street
CARLOW

87-88 TULLOW ST.; CARLOW

GOLDEN
HARP FLOUR

Manufactured Only by

The Barrow Milling Company Ltd.
AND PACKED IN COTTON BAGS -

lOst., 4st., 2st., !st.

Always ask for "GOLDEN HARP" -- You can rely on the Quality
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A. E. COLEMAN
MOTOR

& CYCLE DEALERS

19 Dublin Street
Carlow
*

Brian _Cunningham
PHOTOGRAPHER

17 Dublin Street
CARLOW

*

*

Agent for
RALEIGH CYCLES

*

*

*

Attends all Dances on Request

*
Oils, Greases and Spares in Stock

*

Portraiture a Speciality

*
Accumulators Charged

*

Wedding and Birthday Parties
. catered for.

*
Repairs a Speciality

*

*

*

PHONE'----.CARI:.OW 281
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NO ONE KNOWS BETTER THAN

I Old CARLOVIANS
f

If

THAT
W. &- G. Hadden, Ltd., have carried on the family business
for over one hundred years and thac the Carlow Branch was
purchased from Mr. Adam Ford in 1909. Mr. Ford's
predecessor was Mr. Luttrell, in partnership with Mr. Burgess
of Athlone, and Mr. Luttrdl's predecessor was Mr. Henry
Banks ( a grand-uncle of Mr. W. H. Hadden and
at one time Chairman of the Carlow Urban District
Council) who owned the main part of the 'present business
in the middle of the nineteenth century

HADDENS

W. &- G. HADDEN, LTD.

CARLOW

First-Class Proficiency Diploma, Academy of
Gent's Hairdressing, London, J 932.

1

KEHOE S FOR RADIOS

CARLOVIANS

Sole Carlow Agents for
MURPHY AND PYE RADIO

,

Philips, Pilot, Marconi Models

'. (;'\

~-,

also Stocked

GERALD KEHOE

i

±

Radio and Electrical Service

;{

College Street
Carlow
Prize-winner Mallon Cup, Hairdressing
Competition, Dublin, 1952.

136 Tullow Street, Carlow

II
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~
BURNS

Efficient After Sales Service
and Repairs to all Makes

1903

:ii

We take pride in being
the oldest established
Gentlemen's Hairdressers
in Carlow, but we also
take pride in our work
and are always prepared
to cut your hair as you
wish it.
A trial will
convince.

OVER 50 YEARS SHOE MAKING

1955

A GOVERNEY SHOE
and GOVERNEY
AGRICULTURAL BOOTS are widely known
II

OUR REPUTATl~N is backed by over 50
years experience.
GOVERNEY'S FOOTWEAR, made by
craftsmen, is a Household "Word."
Sold in all Leading Shops
in Towns and Villages
MANUFACTURED

BY

Michael Governey Ltd., Carlow
TELEPHONE

110
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CARLOW
BAKERY

f

CO. LTD.
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HIGH -'CLASS
BAKERS and
· CONFECTIONERS
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BAR AND GROCERY

:

Our Bar and Grocery Depts.
are among the most up-to-date
in Carlow.
Our Goods the Best.

·

?
t

DELIVERIES DAILY

Montgomery Street
CARLOW
Phone 245
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IT PAYS TO SHOP AT SHAW'S!!::.
GENERAL DRAPERS

OUTFITTERS

FANCY STATIONERS
BOOT AND SHOE WAREHOUSE

SHAW'S LTD.
11 TULLOW STREET, CARLOW
PHONE: 159

GRAMS : SHAW'S, CARLOW

An Old Carlow Industry
CARLO ORANGE

LEMONADE

MINERAL
WATERS

DRY GINGER
ALE

CARLO LEMON

LEMON
FLAVOURED
SODA

STONE BEER

GRAPE FRUIT

TONIC WATER

Manufactured by

COLA

CIDERETTE

Corcoran & Co.
LJMITI::D

CASTLE
ORANGE

ORANGE CRUSH

Carlow
Phone .9.

Established 1827.
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